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EXPLICAÇÕES PREVIAS 

1. Os números inscritos na coluna I referem-se âs fontes em que os 
erros foram encontrados. Nos casos em que mais do que um erro 
do mesmo tipo foram cometidos pelo mesmo aluno, ao número ê a-
crescentada uma letra. 

2. Na coluna II figuram as frases erróneas. Quando numa mesma fra
se se encontram mais do que um erro, o tipo de desvio considera
do na respectiva secção é marcado por um sublinhado. As formas 
que são apresentadas entre parênteses recto representam as for 
mas alvo que os alunos deveriam ter produzido. Isso acontece 
nos casos em que o contexto transcrito não ê suficientemente es 
clarecedor sobre o tipo de infracção. 

3. Na coluna III são assinalados por um x aqueles erros que consi
derei como originados por interferência da língua materna. Em 
um ou outro caso aparecem um ou dois pontos de interrogação;tal 
significa que há elementos que apontam para a interferência co
mo causa de erro sem que, contudo, esse factor seja absolutamen 
te claro. As dúvidas são maiores nos casos de dois pontos de in 
terrogação. 
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1. ESTRUTURA DA FRASE 
1.1 Ordem dos elementos 

i) Separação do complemento directo do verbo respectivo 

I II III 
8a 
8b 
19 
37 
40 
41 
42 
45 
47 
48 
50 
51a 
51b 
55 
60 
69 
79 
80 
83 

and had chose as lover Bill Haydon 
the man who had taken away from George his job 
to present us the main theme of the spy novel 
finding strange her shy air 
which introduces us the author 
because I imposed myself certain limitations 
finding strange her timid look 
finding strange her shy look 
finding her appearance strange as well as stubborn expression 
finding strange her timid look 
finding strange her shy look 
finding strange her timid... 
that makes possible the study of... 
finding strange her shy look 
finding very strange her... 
and not to feed in them artificial needs 
if we'll have present both factors 
to face strongly the end of the world 
the author used here black dialect to give more reality 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

ii) Posição do adjectivo atributivo em relação ao nome 

I II III 
19 the general Czech X 
21 is this the outside threaten so much feared X 
22 ...a man fully developed X 
31 the way so realistic he describes the situations X 
30a there is one example very interesting X 
30b We're shown... facts apparantly quite useless X 
51 her clothes severe and poor X 
66 Here in Portugal which is a country no so developed X 
70a because the green flashes so beautiful seen by all the people X 
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70b pronoms relative X 
80 the reality of a world completely destroied hurts to much X 
81 an expression very colloquial X 

iii) Alteração da ordem directa (S+V) 

I II III 
13 to show what are the reasons that led people to... X 
25 About five millions years ago appeared the Australopithecus X 
40 something dangerous and mysterious as are cut off the sentence 

in this paragraph X 
51 and is also important the contact between people X 
52 For most people is more important material and corporal life 

than... X 
54 and with this comes a lot of ramifications X 
72 Wilson and Will are brothers being Wilson the younger one X 
76 I knew already what are the problems X 
77 but suddenly turned up a bend X 

iv) Emprego incorrecto da pró-forma sintáctico it 

I II III 
7 It occurs lots of times this sort of thoughts X 
9 It is very important the author's place X 
18 Will it no happen in a very near future a similar event with 

tragic repercussions? X 
39 It is very important to us the creation of our own philosophy 

of... X 
64 It's impossible the existence of any kind of conflict X 
66 it will exist a great growth in the number of people X 
68 it would be easier the world communication X 
83 but it comes the time when X 

v) Não inversão em frase iniciadas por only 

I II Ill 
2 Only afterwards I realised I had to make... X 
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6a 
6b 
7 
9 
30a 
30b 
50 
63 

and only at the end we understand a lot of things 
only at the end we know that operation 
only in page 69 we realize that... 
only long after we know better who he was 
only in page 245 we know that 'Tinker, Tailor,..." is a... 
only later on in the book we come to know 
only in this way we can understand... 
only later on linguistics will be applicable 

vi) Sequência relativa dos pré-modificadores 

I II III 
39 a polish young girl 
43 a polish young called Marie 
44 a Polish young girl 
46 a polish young girl 
49 a Polish young woman 
60 a polish young girl 

vii) Erros não sistematizáveis 

I II III 
20 If I did this I would be in a month without a "tostão" 
21 There were falling strange drops X 
29 Bill was enough ambitious X 
36 But what for are we alive? 
40 a too weak contribution 
44 self-love is something concerning more proud [more concerning 

pride] 
46 we will feel better with ourselves 
53 At first a reading 
64 The noise that triffids with their stems did 
69a tell much more of him to us, reader, than if the author speaked 

69b 
in. •. 
We all have known the results X 

72 and should be therefore methaphorically interpreted 
73 and get some of the few left examples 
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75 
82 

almost written in the same way as it was pronounced 
in a quite different way 

1.2 Frases ou elementos de frases decalcados em estruturas do Português 
i) Frases contendo o verbo concern 

I II III 
34a On what concerns political power X 
34b On what concerns the problem of unemployment X 
53 to what concerns the author's conclusions X 
55 mainly when it is concerned with adults X 
69 in what concerns the family X 
79 in what concerns the stress pattern X 

ii) Frases dependentes de verbos do tipo de want 

I II III 
19 who permitted that the Russians came in the first place X 
63 I do not want that anybody interrupt me X 
64a I do not want that somebody interrupts me X 
64b We can't expect that scientists impose limitations X 
66 I do not want that somebody interrupts me X 
69 I do not want that somebody interrupt me X 
71 I do not want that somebody interrupts me X 
73 I do not want that anybody interrupts me X 
76 I do not want that anybody... X 
77 I do not want that somebody interrupts me X 
78 I do not want that anybody interrupts me X 
82 I don't want that anybody interrupts me X 

iii) Emprego do particípio presente 

I 
18a 
18b 

18c 

II 
this book being a fictional one 
a society divided into fundamental classes, being the blind 
people the subalterned class 
John W. giving us the example of the plane's deflagration.., 

Ill 

x 
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18d 
18e 

22 

56 
64 

72 

being the intellectuals on the top of the social hierarchy 
being "The day of the triffids" a book with an "open-end" 
the reader has to... 
Not always agreeing with C. Sagan's explanations... I have 
to admit that he is coherent 
while self-love,being identical, are actually opposite 
Trying to improve our life on earth scientists are always 
interested in 
Will, trying to solve the "tragic situation" gave speed to 
the car 

x 
x 

iv) Frases do tipo It+is(Adv.+)Adj,+that. 

I II III 
43a It's very difficult that someone feels completely realized, 

because... X 
43b But it is necessary that since our childhood we have had a 

good education X 

v) Nominalizagão de adjectivos 

II 111 
30 

73 
82 
84 

Jim's story is the most important to give a solution to the 
case 
Will was the chosen to learn and to drive a car 
Wilson, , accuses him of being the responsible for the event 
The most surprising is the way how John Windham make us travel 

x 
x 
X 
X 

vi) Erros vários 

I II Ill 
1 Just now why not thinking to visit another planets X 
8 Even old,George Smiley persisted on the same dream X 
9 
10 

Also necessary not to forget are the false names X 
X 

9 
10 There is not a direct control over the family 

X 
X 

12 I made up my mind and bought him a ticket X 
15 I personally think that many problems that couples have 

is because... X 
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20 
29a 
29b 

30 
42 

43 
49 

59 
63a 
64 
65 
77 
78 
79 
82 
84a 
84b 

nowadays it is very difficult to have an own house 
Bill symbolized the strength that lacks on George 
He wanted to clarify the case, but the members of the Circus 
weren't in agreement with it 
We change so quickly of place 
So the author concludes and also I that the fundamental nature 
of... 
But we must make an effort to get everything that will be able 
So only when I have an important problem is that I tell it to 
the people I want 
and therefore more difficult is now the attempt to express it 
who tells this passage is a character who symbolizes... 
Since long ago I have not seen my cousin 
But it happens that one afternoon Will went through a fence 
and are these feelings that will support the danger 
It won't take you your precious time 
There is a long time I don't see my friend 
He, nor none of the others, knew how to drive a car 
However, insistent as he was, decided to give it a try 
The most surprising is the way how John Windham make us travel 

1.3 Omissão de palavras 
i) Conjunções ou locuções conjucionais 

I II III 
21 I stood there as [if/though] frozen X 
26 society is indeed diferent from Nature in so far [as] it has a 
51 It is quite normal [that] we love ourselves 
70 while saying "whoa" as [if/though] he was commanding a horse 

to stop 
72 once [and] for all X 
79 it becomes intirely plausible [that] such things happen X 

ii) Complementação do adjectivo 

I II III 
42 ... is the Only possibility for saying that life is worth 

[living] X 



iii) Omissão de nomes 

I II III 
43 
74 

A polish young (young Polish [girl] called Marie 
help in the sense of giving moral support and sometimes 
physical [support] X 

iv) Pos-modificador else 

I II III 
39 I feel that I am controlled like everyone [else] 

v) Determinantes indefinidos 

46 
78 

which haven't [any] solution 
Don't be afraid of waisting too [much] money 

X 

vi) 'Phrasal verb' 

I II Ill 
51 Some linguistics have also pointed [out] as changes in a 

language... X 

vii) Advérbios 

I II III 
64 he didn't know [how] to drive X 

viii) Verbo 

I II Ill 
81 who let themselves [be] upset by the power of... 
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1.4 Palavras redundantes 
i) Conjunções 

I 
3 
4 
9 
36a 
36b 
49a 
49b 
67 
77 
83 

II 
Cf course that I would spend 
behind them was a young and attractive young lady 
I used to think in a wonderful and enormous house 
Of course that, when a person does not love the others 
Of course that, the old people 
Of course that we must know 
of course that when I do not... 
with a typical and regional accent 
Many and important economists 
Either of them is important, since they complet each other 
and that one doesn't exist without the other 

ii) Adjectivos 

4 
12 

II 
a young and attractive young lady 
It is not your own problem 

iii) Advérbios 

I 
17 
30 
37 
71 
73 

77 
83 
84 

II 
John Carre calls these men as "scalph hunters" 
Their characters are drawn as much realistically as possible 
in the way how they spend their lives 
This is the way, I think, how the author puts the question 
... and to find some safer places where to settle and from 
where 
to show the right way how to speak 
but too much (long) extense for a dictionary 
The most important is the way how John... 
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iv) Nomes 

I II III 
15 absorbs the most part of our time X 
40 so that the european trade business 
61 We have "pastilha elástica", almost nobody calls them this way ? 
82 ... and most part of the european languages X 

v) Pro-forma one/s 

I II III 
63 
76 

because its grammar is an easy one 
There are hundreds of reasons that could explain this, but I 
will write only a few ones 

vi) Pos-modificador else 

I II III 
79 the blind people, that..., are nothing else but victims X 

2. ERROS QUE REFLECTEM INCORRECÇÕES FONOLÓGICAS 

I II III 
1 
8 
25a 
25b 
25c 
35 
45 
55 
64 
68 
69 
70 

I cannot think to leave in high society 
because there happears always someone destroying everything 
but it is quiet unlikely 
perhaps in Gerês quiet well equipped 
in a very quite isolated place 
I answered the phone to ear my brother 
leastining 

1 
8 
25a 
25b 
25c 
35 
45 
55 
64 
68 
69 
70 

desintegrated 

1 
8 
25a 
25b 
25c 
35 
45 
55 
64 
68 
69 
70 

on the other and 
to transmit this ideas 
if you emphasize one of this aspects 
we live for ourselves in particular and no as a hall 
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74a 
74b 
74c 
75a 
75b 

76a 
79 
84a 
84b 

in this new forms of family 
with all this family forms 
This books explain everything 
.this examples 
Teaching English FL requires very specific techniques that 
should entice and encourage the peoples especially when one 
is dealing with young boys and girls 
They lieve their parent's house to leave on their own 
We leave in security 
These is an old statement 
Next Napoleon came and with him wars and deads came too 
[deaths] 

3. ERROS ORTOGRÁFICOS 
i) Consoante dupla // consoante simples 

I II III 
2a beautiful1 
2b dreadfull 
6 admitt 
8a I am statting that 
8b admitts 
9 refference 
13 fullfill 
14 I was never at ease inside the classroom (canning was allowed) 
19 allways 
22 developp_ed 
23 cigarrettes (2 ocor.) X 
24a untill 
24b latter we could escape 
25 limitted 
27 waitting 
29 extremelly 
34 ennemy 
35 ammount 
38 fulfill 
39 familly 
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55 develop2ing 
59 allmighty 
64a reffer (2 ocor.) 
64b forgett 
64c refferred 
68 writters 
69a littérature 
69b developpment 
69c familly 
71 ommited 
74 omitt 
75 arround 
77a developing 
77b obtainned 
78 appartments 
80a dammaged 
80b habbit 
84 littérature 

ii) Consoante simples // consoante dupla 

I II III 
7 refering X 
8a transmited X 
8b colectiv X 
14a agressions X 
14b literaly 
14c opressed X 
14d intelectual X 
14e equiped X 
17 ocidental X 
23 atitude X 
25 begining 
26a litle 
26b refered X 
27 stoped (2 ocor.) 
28 supressing X 
30 ocurred X 



34 
36 
39 
40a 
40b 
41 
44a 
44b 
47 
49a 
49b 
51a 
51b 
52 
53 
54a 
54b 
54c 
61 
69a 
69b 
71 
73a 
73b 
75a 
75b 
78a 
78b 
79 
82a 
82b 
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inteligent (2 ocor.) x 
refered x 

controlled x 

begining 
intelligent x 

comit x 

atractive x 

hap_iness (2 ocor.) 
ha£iness 
exagération x 

atractive x 

unhapiness 
enroled 
comunities x 

suceeds x 

atractive x 

comunity x 

personaly 
sucess x 

intelectuais x 

comunicate x 

ommited x 

gramatically x 

agressive x 

hobies 
intellectual x 

acusing x 

prefered (2 ocor.) x 

conotation x 

imoral x 

ocupied x 

iii) Vogal dupla // vogal simples 

I 
46 
67 
68 

II HI 

sometimes he looses them 
loose control of ourselves 
loose its sense 
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69 
71 
72a 
72b 
76 

they'll loose 
preceeding 
he looses sight 
the danger of loosing our freedom 
beeing (2 ocor.) 

iv) Vogal simples // vogal dupla 

I 
25 
44 
76 

II III 
I would offer them some nice presents to 
to complicated to discuss 
this sentence has to many adjectives 

v) Inicial minúscula // inicial maiúscula 

II m 
6 Czechs 
4 Portuguese 
7 english (2 ocor.) 
8 english 
11a english 
11b Portuguese 
11c british 
14 german 
26 african 
37 polish 
38 polish 
39 polish 
40 european 
41 polish 
43 polish 
44 Portuguese 
45 polish 
47 polish 
48 polish 
51 polish 
53a english 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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53b polish X 
54 polish X 

56 polish X 

58 polish X 

59 polish X 

60 polish X 
61 english X 
62a Portuguese X 
62b english (2 ocor.) X 
63 american (2 ocor.) X 
64a Portuguese (5 ocor.) X 
64b english (2 ocor.) X 
65 american English X 
66a Portuguese (4 ocor.) X 

66b english (3 ocor.) X 

66c american X 
67 english X 
68a Portuguese X 
68b soviet X 
68c english (6 ocor.) X 
68d american X 
68e german X 
69 english X 
73 english X 
78a american X 
78b german X 
79 Chinese X 
80a english (4 ocor.) X 
80b american X 
82a european X 
82b british X 
82c american X 
82d Portuguese X 
84a german (2 ocor.) X 
84b english x 
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vi) y / / i 

I II III 
8a making sky_ 
8b skying is a sport 
13 trved 
44 happvness (2 ocor.) 
49 philosophy 
53 tiyies 
58 trys 
64 hobby_s 
71 empyre 
72a applies (2 ocor.) 
72b hobbys 
72c theyr 

vii) 0 / / -e (final) 

I II III 
8 colectiv-
27a to breath-
27b examin-
32 positiv-
45 therefor-
48 to consum-
50 minut-
52 sensitiv-ness 
58a fetch-s 
58b therefor-
64a postpon-
64b immediat-ly 
64c motiv-s 
69a parfum-s 
69b adjectiv-s 
69c infinitiv-
72 substantiv-
80 complet-ly (2 ocor.) 
83 they complet- each other 
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vi i i ) illy 

I II III 
8 misterious X 
9 mistery X 
11 mistery (2 ocor.) X 
30a misterious X 
30b mistery X 
31 motocicles X 
37 misterious X 
40 phisics X 
44 Fisics X 
50 dinamic X 
54 hipocrisy X 
71 sintaticaly X 
80a destroied X 
80b enciclopedy X 
82 sistem X 
84a hypothetical X 
84b sintactic X 

ix) c / / ch 

I II III 
9a c-aracteristics X 
9b c-aracters (2 ocor.) X 
50 c-aracter (4 ocor.) X 
80 c-aos X 
83 c-aracteristics X 

x) w / / wh 

I II Ill 
9 w-ether 
14 w-ether 
67 w-ich 
75 w-ich (2 ocor.) 
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76a w-ether 
76b w-ich 
83 w-ich 
84 w-ether 

xi) -e (final) // Q 

I II III 
8 unforgeteable 
13a develope 
13b enliste 
15a absorbes 
15b solide 
17 waites 
24a fruités 
24b resigne 
31 secrete 
47 eminente 
50 assessement 
53a signe 
53b profite 
68 importante X 
78 syntaxe X 

xii) i // e 

I II III 
14 criativeness X 
27 intire X 
30 weaknisses 
31 profissional X 
79 intirely X 
84 imperor X 

xiii) e // i 

I II III 
34 desmembrament X 
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40 envades 
55 desintegrated 
83 definitions 

xiv) c // t 

I II Ill 
17 negociate X 
18 existencial X 
60 irracional X 
77 potencial (3 ocor.) X 

XV) f // ph 

I II III 
18 
44 

sofistication 
fisics 

X 
X 

xvi) a // i 

I II III 
1 responsability X 
17 responsability X 
28 responsability (2 ocor.) X 
43 responsability X 
58 responsability X 
72 responsable X 

xvii) -oug // ough (final) 

I II III 
18 
25 

althoug- (2 ocor.) 
althoug-
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xviii) un // in (prefixo de negação) 

I II III 
36 
60 

unstability 
uncapable 

xix) in/im // un (prefixo de negação) 

I II III 
37a inpronounceable X 
37b insatisfied X 
45 insatisfied X 
58 impronounceable X 

xx) -ough // ought (final) 

I II III 
76a 
76b 

throught 
aithought 

xxi) c // sc (inicial) 

I II III 
41 -cientific X 
44 -ciences X 
53 -cience X 

xxii) -c // -cs (final) 

I II III 
74 
72 

statistic-
politic-

xxiii) 0 // c (medial) 

I II III 
52 confli-ts X 
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54 
66 
71 

a-knowledge 
ele-tronic 
sinta-ticaly 

xxiv) Erros vários 

II HI 

? 

2 yath [yacht) 
3 yath 
5 it can easily became true 
6 we are ansious x 

7 fourty 
8a customes [costumes] 
8b directeur 
8c rods [roads] 
8d happears 
8e Egypticians 
10 nucleous 
13 savagerie 
14a hierarquy x 

14b appre-end x 

17 comparision 
19 expeculate 
22 1aught 
24 véhicule 
25a enorm-us 
25b cru-se 
25c sorrounded 
25d similiar 
26 exigence 
30a athmosphere 
30b apparently 
31a prisioners 
31b Rushians 
34a mouvement 
34b indépendance 
34c undoubte-ly 
35a I answered the phone'to ear my brother 
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35b 
40 
42 
44 
45a 
45b 
45c 
48 
50a 
50b 
51a 
51b 
52 
54a 
54b 
54c 
54d 
60a 
60b 
61 
62 
64a 
64b 
66 
67 
68 
69a 
69b 
69c 
69d 
69e 
69£ 
70a 
70b 
70c 
72a 
72b 
75a 

picnick 
they had purposed themselves 
certainity 
sorrounds 
ourselfes 
worthly [worthy] moments 
leastining (2 ocor.) 
appearence 
enjo-ing 
desesperately 
soorounding 
colle-gues 
why don't we live in piece 
someone who's character 
principle ingredients 
fead up 
continuo-s 
one-self 
apparant 
pronounciation 
pronounciation 
quiqly 
nown [noun] 
in a 3^wave 
whishes 
biologie 
synthoms 
provoqued 
technics 
systhem 
crise 
tendance (2 ocor.) 
than [then] 
sacrificies 
stouberness (2 ocor.) 
the reverse of the meddle 
survivers 
effor-s 



75b It seamed [seemed] 
75c i 3xemples X 

76a they lieve their parent's house 
76b 1 ao longuer ? 

76c to leave on their own 
76d subjectif 
76e smaching 
77a this book reve-ls 
77b ma-ntained X 

77c attendents X 

78a I re-d the "Grapes of Wrath" 
78b of waisting too money 
79a attach [attack] 
79b we leave in security 
80a t-rough [through] 
80b enciclopedy_ 
80c paradies 
80d twenthith 
80e unbielivable (2 ocor.) 
82a blindmen [blind men] (2 ocor.) 
82b comete suicide ? 

83 unsikelled [unskilled] 
84a d'ont [don't] 
84b I'ven't seen my cousin 
84c technic (2 ocor.) 
84d adversery 
84e sxplendid 

4. ERROS LEXICAIS 
4.1 Falsos cognatos 

I II Ill 

6 the plot is actual X 

8a after the first impact of the notice X 

8b John Carre deals with an actual problem of our society X 

8c Although it can seem we can make the lecture we want x i 

8d "Weakness" - he resumed, "and..." ! * ! 
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12 
13 

14 
16 
17 
18 
19a 
19b 
24 
25a 
25b 
36 
42a 
42b 
43 
62 
64a 
64b 
69a 
69b 
72 

80 

...with some commotion in his voice 
when our ancestors... shared the Earth with the other 
animals and vegetables x 

Çarl Sagan's metaphor ... is surprisingly actual x 
the men are negociated x 

These men lieve united straight together x 
recurring to metaphoric implications x 
We assist to the transformation of Jim Pridaux x 
Everyone makes him his confident x 
the announcer was inviting everybody to assist to the show x 
and learn about its people and costumes x 
That first man was not even similar to the actual man x 
I have already assist all situations x 
They interrogated themselves x 
She always chose a seat in the first file x 
if we feel realized (3 ocor.) x 
Music and lecture are my favourite hobbys x 
It is necessary to make the concordance with the adjectives x 
weight contributions [heavy taxes] x 
by the reasons appointed x 
other aspects appointed by Alvin x 
the above description applyes to the romance "The Grapes of 
Wrath" x 
We still assist to the infiltration of the English x 

4.2 Polissemia divergente 
i) all // whole e everything/everyone 

I 
1 
5 
8 
17 
26 
32 
33 

40 

II HI 

it would change all my life x 
... blowing up all the human race x 
The Pacific fleet was destroyed and all the country affected x 
All the process involved with x 
all his technologically oriented society has collapsed x 
all the situation x 
They believe that Americans will come to save all from this 
calamity 
for whom the all world is only himself 
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54 as if he wanted the all world to be at his feet 
56 A selfish person puts himself above all and ... 

ii) as/like/how 

I II III 
7 As these two examples there are many others 
9a "Tinker, Tailor...", as every story 
9b As the time, the place is also very important 
14a As Adam and Eve, man wants to eat 
14b As C. Sagan, I think that 
16 Work as all the other activities 
26 to dominate, as a god 
37 I would like that the world were not how it is today 
40 I have as everybody else 
50 like the author says 
61 English, as other languages 
69 As Alvin Toff1er I believe 
74a white flowers as snow 
74b I could only repeat and say as Alvin Toff1er 
75 This sentence as many others 
77 when he was inquired to integrate in a system as neo-feudalism 
84 

... 

as well as consider the first one like an incorrect way of 
writing English 

iii) make/do 

I II III 
9 to do a trip 
25 in which I could do a cruse 
36 I think that our society doesn't make anything for the old 
39 Forest set out to do a description 
51 much of the successful results obtained today, have been done 

with the aid of historical documents 
64 the noise that triffids with their stems did 
70a although doing part of it 
70b It's necessary to do sacrifices 
74 Alvin Toffler has done some predications 



iv) no/any more // no/any longer 

I 

15a 
15b 
15c 
28a 
28b 
33 

82 
81 

II III 

She was no more looked as a mean of bearing children 
he is any more the bread winner 
The woman is any more the housekeeper 
The world is no more the same 
We are no more sure of our experiences 
One realises that everything that seemed so safe and certain 
is no more acceptable 
They could have no more a decent funeral 
since it wasn't working no more 

v) Outros casos de polissemia divergente 

I II III 

1 
5 
6 
9 
12 
14a 

14b 
16 
18 
21a 
21b 
25 
30 
33a 
33b 
36 
40a 

40b 
40c 

the same number I had finished to listen 
It is also a first experience in writing articles 
... that Stracek would tell just a word 
this can seem a little superficial 
They had been sparing some money 
When I happened to tell some German the true purpose of my 
voyage 
... and fertilize a female whose husband is barren 
... sparing time and money 
has a very deep sense 
I will go till I can go 
A strange feeling pushed me till the garden of... 
to earn money ... on the state lotery 
It is Smiley that must join them [put them together] 
the biological experience 
Great Powers struggle each other 
she chose a seat on the first rank 
Livingston spread the light of the faith and the freedom 
went on firmly in the trail he had discovered 
Livingston had always wanted to find out 
the fountains of the Nile 
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40d he undertook the dangerous business of exploiting... 
41 She always chose a seat on the front rank 
42a In ray opinion, to own these three "elements" is the... 
42b The only distinctive signal of the personality X 
43a She chose a seat in the first range 
43b 
43c 

unutterable [unpronounceable] 43b 
43c noun [name] 
44a 
44b 

unutterable name 44a 
44b a seat on the first rank 
45 I, as a young and insatisfied person yet, I can not 
47 a seat in the first rank 
48a the only distinctive signal of her personality X 
48b My friends are helping me to overtake this obstacle 
49 and are very surprised when they know things about the 

friends 
51 a seat in the first rank 
53 a seat in the first rank 
56 a seat in the first rank 
59 but also unable of loving himself 
64a driving speedly and crying to the animals 
64b ... with trees: they are neither high nor 
64c little 
64d it will be better if people hears his advice 
67 fireguns 
69 If you want to profit from a good shadow in summer 
70 he tells neither of them ever drove a car 
77a the unexperienced Will cried [shouted] and rolling back 
77b will support the danger which can... 
77c thinking in a future that is not away 
81 the Triffids were a product of a series of biological 

84a 
experiences X 

84a the slight difference on the time of the verbs 
X 

84b the change of time on the verb 
84c the narrator tries to explore all his powers of imagination 
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4.3 Inadequação contextual 
i) Formação de palavras e circunlóquios 

I II IH 
2a 
2b 
10 
14 
18 

21 
25 
30 
36 
37 
39a 
39b 
52 
64 
65a 
65b 
70 
72 
73a 
73b 
73c 
74 
77 
78a 
78b 
79 
81a 
81b 
84a 
84b 
84c 

I went to fetch my money pocket 
my money paper bills 
the increasement of abortion laws and... 
This fact will revolutionate the traditional... 
the existence of a wrong existencial interpretation 
[interpretation of existence] 
our terrestrian supremacy 
made researchment a necessity 
conflictuous 
How can a person accept the oldness 
this king of person is unuseful 
He is always unsatisfacted because... 
He is always unsatisfacted with him 
... that choiced a place 
driving speedly and crying to the animals 
related to Bothanics 
There was an increasement of people 
gave speed to the car 
the placement of adjectives 
in order to drive back [to back] 
Botanies 
non-suitable desks 
the attendents of the conference 
rolling back [backing the car] 
came back [backed the car] 
tramping down on the gas [accelerating] 
about Botanies 
Then he drove fast behind him [backed fast] 
When there is some culture... added with spirit of group 
Will bought a car proper to contain goods 
travel of practice [practice drive] 
varieties of English spoken by black ctitizens [negroes] 
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ii) Confusão entre palavras semelhantes na ortografia 
ou no significado 

4 
5 
6 
8 
9a 
9b 
9c 
10 
12 
15a 
15b 
16a 
16b 
17a 
17b 
21a 
21b 
21c 
22 
25a 
25b 
26a 
26b 
27 
29a 
29b 
29c 
29d 
30 
31 
33a 
33b 
34a 

II m 

One of the most unforgotten experiencesof my life 
when everybody will be fed up with such a living 
Those sub-plots are important to make the novel confuse x 
to make a critic analysis about a book x 
differentiates it from the lyric or pastoral ones 
he had come... as a linguistic teacher 
materialist production 
the appearing of the computer 
... and emotion which rouses inside ourselves 
they often immigrate [emigrate] 
each could choose his or her partnership 
they could get it only by means of change [exchange] 
Handmade work and homework [housework] 
There are several men suspicious of being the mole (2 ocor.) 
To make Bill's discovery difficulty 
brighten eyes 
Is this the outside threaten 
with their eyes opened 
The question arises some problems 
I would like to have a sports car, a reversed one 
There is also the biblic vision 
man's body hasn't been changing accordingly to his surroundings 
with a feeling of hope raising precisely from his return to... 
with their eyes wide opened 
but his love is not succeeded (successful) 
He is admired because he is friend x 

and paternalist x 
when G. got the assurance that Bill was the doubled spy 
he had his own kind of moral [morality] 
economical problems 
There is a start point 
His view of the future could not be optimist x 
the improvement of personal and inter-familiar relationships x 
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34b 

34c 
34d 
34e 
36a 
36b 
37a 
37b 
37c 

39 
39b 

40 
41a 

41b 
42 
43a 
43b 
44a 
44b 
44c 
45 
46a 

46b 
50 
51a 
51b 
52a 

52b 
52c 

53 
54 
55 

this idea of progress is terribly frightening and 
optimist at the same time 
This do-it-yourself doctrine seems very optimist 
We must be optimist 
individuals will have the value [be valued] for what they do 
Nobody surely knew [for sure] 
I concluded that my personal philosophy of life is pessimist 
Where there is willingness is easy to solve problems 
individualist [individualistic] 
not destroy my life with everything which can be nocive such 
as smoke [smoking] 
which is much more material [materialistic] than my own world 
The only distructive sign from that timid foreigner personal
ity 
this memorial expedition 
I have as everybody else a body of concepts and thinkings that 
a 

self-love person doesn't have 
her timid look, the obstinated expression 
and we are enable to make a better world 
her obstinated expression 
self-love is something concerning more proud [pride] than... 
apart from the familiar side we also have a social role 
even though a little confuse 
her attracting hair 
he wants to get more and more without taking care of his 
dignity 
a self-love person 
we are always anxious and frighten 
If these persons have this behaviour 
Some linguistics have also pointed 
The author regards selfishness as a great lack of 
sensitivness 
people live materially (2 ocor.) 
for most people is more important material and corporal 
life than... 
The dialectic change is one that ... 
a polish youngster [young girl] 
we must stop the increasing of nuclear power 
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56a 
56b 
56c 
58a 
58b 
61a 
61b 
62a 
62b 
63a 

63b 
64a 
64b 
64c 
64d 
64e 
65 
66a 
66b 
66c 
67a 
67b 
67c 
67d 
68 
69a 
69b 
69c 
69d 
70a 
70b 
70c 
72a 
72b 
72c 
7 2d 
73a 
73b 

her obstinated expression 
people who aren't optimist x 
a self-love is capable of love 
a self-love person 
that shy foreign 
economical development 
especially to east countries 
full of poison plants 
our consume society 
the author uses a variation of language which I consider 
a dialect 
our consume society 
This kind of text can be found in an agriculture magazine 
I have the solution, full your garden with trees 
The verbal form "would ever see" arises some problems 
It is necessary to make the concordance with the adjectives x 
Scientists are always interested in new invents x 
The Rome empire x 
our society of consume 
separated English words 
economical reasons 
economical reasons 
Africa ones 
in economical power (2 ocor.) 
He criticises our consumptive society 
our consume society 
a biologic book 
consume society x 
even if consume and accumulation were the only... x 
as Alvin Toff1er predicates [predicts] 
that all the languages became of only one 
materialistical people 
more veredic [veridical] 
consume society 
Accordingly to Darwin's theories 
The rules are the théorie support of correct using [usage] 
he must pronunciate (pronounce) 
the ideas are confuse 
that lost [loss] left men alive 
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74b They are ripen 
74c 
74d 

consume society X 74c 
74d A. Toffler has done some predications 

X 

74e These predications 
74£ in any book of linguistic X 

75 
76a 

consume society X 75 
76a and the increase number of single-parent families' 

X 

76b 
77a 
77b 

linguistics notions (2 ocor.) 
X 

76b 
77a 
77b 

consume society X 
76b 
77a 
77b Music and reading are my preferable hobbies 

X 

77c Movies and little series are also contributing for this X 

78 
79a 

consume society X 78 
79a syntaxe differences 

X 

79b consumption society 
79c spying novels 
79d are mere fiction plants [fictitious] (2 ocor.) 
79e is very significative (significant) X 

79f indiscriminated scientific research 
79g a mixture nature (2 ocor.) 
80a consume society X 

80b I like sports such as horse races 
80c the black-english is a prove ... X 
sod he forgot to ask for references in triplicated ? 

80e is perhaps a prove that the author ... X 
80f who could give their tributes to the ... (contribution) 
81 consume society X 
82a economical importance 
82b he is damn mad 
82c consume society X 
83a he criticizes the consume of our society X 
83b to give more reality to the narration X 
84b He criticizes our material society X 
84c not power in a myth sense 



iii) Erros por influência da L1: proximidade gráfica ou 
tradução literal 

- 577 -

2a 

2b 
6a 
6b 
7 
8a 
8b 
8c 
8d 

8e 

8f 
9a 
9b 
9c 

9d 
11 
12 
13 
16a 
16b 
23a 
23b 
23c 
24 
25a 
25b 
25c 
26 
29 
30al 

II 

Take my advice, profit everything but with the persons 
you love 
in europhic conditions [mood/state of mind] 
the stories of the two men were being jointed 
those kind of little informations we can joint them 
we don't know with certainty if it is Smiley 
Middle Orient 
the Army and the Marine 
The E.U. couldn't detect any kind of conjures 
The secretaries of the Centre or Circus can be considered 
as figurants 
Although he is retired he persists on being the most 
brilliant spy. 
contra-espionage 
a reader can make no idea 
when presenting characters 
It is sometimes difficult to separate between what Smiley 
feels 
I wouldn't do charity 
There are many persons 
he moved a little curved 
repeating-gun 
auto-sufficient 
social vantages 
in concordance with her feelings 
Their affair obeyed to political reasons 
spies went to the ocident lines 
who didn't resign to what had just happened to them 
doing the same kind of life 
If I had some more necessitated friends 
They are limitted by preconceits 
in his capacity to discern between good and evil 
Bill Haydon is the completation of George 
he had his own kind of moral 

III 

x 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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30b 
30c 
31 
33 

34a 
34b 
34c 
34d 
36a 
37a 
37b 
37c 
38a 
38b 
39a 
39b 
39c 
42a 
42b 
42c 
44a 
44b 
45a 
45b 
46a 
46b 
46c 
46d 
47 
48a 
48b 
48c 
48d 
49a 
49b 
51a 
51b 

... sometimes joining sometimes drifting apart x 
It is Smiley... that must join them (the pieces of the puzzle) x 
and give help to people who feel alone, despaired and revolted x 

. all the principles that one day took place and now must 
be forgotten x 

the improvement of inter-familiar relationships x 
I would like to point an example x 

Alvin Toffler points very positive solutions x 
because he points solutions x 

They asked themselves who she could be x 
on crossing with her on the corridors x 
for much time x 

with this so interested, materialistic mind x 
the only person who interests is the "I" x 
The students, on crossing her in the Faculty x 
which is much more material than my own world x 
machines which are prepared to do a fixed work x 
The students crossing with her x 
I must be healthy to proportion to them a good x 
when the students crossed with er x 
Something would happen to boycott happiness in life x 
So that we could feel well with ourselves x 
crossed with her x 

and not judge them as we use to do x 
on crossing with her x 
the deficients x 

he doesn't content himself with his ownership 
when the students crossed herself on the corridors x 
they asked themselves x 

crossing with her 
the selfish person takes profit from the others x 
Many ways of living didn't serve any longer x 
crossed her x 

asked themselves x 

I also try to be well with everybody x 
crossed with her x 

when they cross each other x 
Some linguistics have jointed x 
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51c 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56a 
56b 
62 
67 
70 
71 
72a 
72b 
73 
75a 

77a 
77b 
77c 
78a 
78b 
79 
80b 
83 

The evolution English language have suffered 
crossing with her on the corridors 
crossing her in the Faculty galleries 
crossed with her 
many of them felt desintegrated in the society 
crossing each other with her 
His only interest is to profit by everybody and everything 
They returned to the primitive [primeval] state [condition] 
trying to join themselves 
day is a space of 24 hours 
this is the way the author puts the question 
he must pronunciate 
nuclear ogives 
triffids became masters and profited the disorganization 
idioms should be translated by idioms otherwise the trans
lation wouldn't result 
when he was inquired to integrate in a system 
will support the danger which can ... 
... articles of extreme interest [great] 
introduced to the Occident in the 19th century 
spreading in ancient times all the world 
these wonder plants present feet 
who tries with all his forces 
You can cultivate it in an easy way 

iv) Erros resultantes da interferência indirecta da L1 

2 
3 
9 
13 
19a 
19b 
24a 
24b 
24c 
25a 
25b 

II 
and patiently put [set] my eyes again on these... 
and open a running account 
311(1 what the own author does [the author himself] 
to fullfill your hiden desires 
guessing who is going out to know what was happening find out 
guessing who is going to be blamed [who is guilty] 
I was curious 
I was curious and I got out to know what was happening [find out] 
It's the only way those men end [come to an end/meet their end] 
it never becomes true 
to see other people happy fulfills me 

x 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
XX 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

III 
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25c 

26 

28 
29a 
29b 
31 
36 
39 

40a 

40b 

42 

44 
45 
46 
52 

56a 
56b 
63a 
63b 

64a 

64b 
67 
72 
75a 

75b 
75c 
76 
77a 
77b 

I'm sure we would learn a lot from them once [since] they 
are closer to nature 
The development of work contributed necessarily to close 
[strengthen] the links 
in order to surpass [overcome] 
in order to fulfil what he really believes 
despite all the damages it will carry [do] 
Now that I have money I can fulfil my dream 
I don't want to live too much [long] 
He is always unsatisfacted because he never reaches [gets] 
what he wants 
Livingstone had always wanted to find out [discover] the 
fountains of the Nile 
They became a foretelling [prevision] of what would be the 
life... 
I'm sure that at bottom [after all], for a selfish person, 
neither the others nor himself pleased him. 
that make the reach [conquest] of that happyness more difficult 
asked themselves about [wondered] who she might be 
to give love to become [make] the world a little better 
He lives only for himself without looking at [regard to] the 
others 
unutterable [unpronounceable] name 
he doesn't matter [mind] if he could eat another thing 
Consequently they stay without [lose] their own object 
This Steinbeck's character speaks like one of these people to 
become [make] the passage rather realistic 
Several times [frequently/sometimes] the money used by govern
ments is the product 
the product of weight contributions [heavy taxation] 
We are in this world performing 
and went at once [straight] through a fence 
I'm exactly in the same situation it means [this is to say] 
I have been... 
If we all take knowledge [learn about] this 
The triffids have a lot of political charge [load] 
The great amount [large number] of divorces 
but suddenly turned up [appeared] a bend 
United States detains [possesses] the nuclear arm 
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83a 

83b 
84 

It's clear that there hasn't to [mustn't] be a conflict 
between... 
You can cultivate it in any easy way [easily] 
I'm sure these characters are blacks [negroes] speaking their 
own dialect 

v) Expressões idiomáticas 

í 

6 
8 
12 
19 
20 
24 
27 
30 

31 
48 
60a 
60b 
63a 
63b 
63c 
64 
72 

II HI 

She never takes place [takes part] in the action 
and he tries to survive instead of that [in spite of that] 
he was an elderly well-looking [good-looking] man 
On the opposite [on the contrary] 
One time [Once] in my life 
the time of harvest [harvest time] comes 
a middle age couple [middle-aged] couple 
The reader must read it twice not to make a mess [to make a 
confusion] with the names 
but at least one time his colleague 
Her attractive hair... was, for long, the only distinctive.. 
What for to fight? [Why fight?] 
What for to think of others? 
On a hand [On the one hand] 
the street man [the man in the street] 
Our society of consume [consumer society] 
In spite [instead] of "triffids" it could be other things 
the problem is that a great deal [a large number] of scientists 
are concerned with... 

vi) Não composição de palavras 

I II III 
10 we are having in our days [nowadays] x 
14 that lie under [underlie] our social actions 
21 when I came over my fear [overcame] 
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vii) Erros vários 

I II 
2a 
2b 

.to live in [have] good relationship with others 
and patiently put my eyes again on these similar [same] 
lines 
the adventure and all kind of delusion consist [constitute] 
the considerable... 
Skying is a sport...which...must give a wonderful and un
related [indiscribable]sensation 

12 

17 
19 
20 
21 
23 

24a 
24b 
25a 
25b 
26a 

26b 

28 

29a 

29b 

30 
32a 
32b 

32c 

his stature was rather slight and he moved [went about] a 
little curved. 
although Smiley has been thrown up [promoted], he tries... 
they only wanted to get [make] things better on earth 
I thought it would never be [come] true 
because of this sharp tremor 
All of this can lead to one of keys[clues]to discover the 
mole 
I was curious and got [went]out to know what was happening 
I came back from a recognition [reconnaissance] 
dreams we carry on [have]during our lives 
I would keep on being [continue to be] the same person 
I would enjoy living with some African tribe...and get [be] 
acquainted with... 
clearness of [clear] conscience 
and longs "runs" of identical products.■.gave away [led] 
to the massproduction system 
He discovered that B.H. got [was having] an affair with his 
wife 
was a man with an ideal in life and the fulfilment [satisfac
tion] of this ideal 
...is not very revealing about the plot, and [even] though 
it is the key of... 
but no effort made [has produced] a completely positiv result 
Man shouldn't be so ambitious because only in [in just] a few 
moments he can loose all he has got 
He wants to know more and more never getting[and is never 
satisfied] 



33a 

33b 

35 
36a 

36b 

38 

39 

40a 

40b 
43 
44a 
44b 

46a 
46b 
47 

48a 
48b 

48c 

48d 
51 
52a 
52b 
53a 
53b 

53c 

54a 

The cause of so many calamities that have overlooked 
[hoovered over] the world 
who has a very strange conservative way of facing re
ality, having God for her own and single [only leader] 
my nephew [niece]from America 
her rigid [austere]and poor clothes 
What happen to old clothes? They usually are put out 
[thrown away] 
the students, on crossing her in the Faculty, questioned 
themselves[wondered] 
her attractive hairs were to her fellows [colleagues] of 
Sorbonne 
the people among whom Livingstone spread the light of the 
faith and of the freedom went on firmly in the trail he 
had discovered [revealed] 
he undertook the dangerous business [task] of exploiting.. 
surprising [surprised by] her timid look 
our dispended strength [efforts] 
we feel that towards life or whatever could be [anything 
else] 
he hates himself due to his shortage [poverty, lack of money] 
was to her fellows of Sorbonne 
Nobody knew for sure, besides [except] that she was a 
foreigner 
You have just found out [gone] half way to your happiness 
Nobody knew nothing else about her than [apart from] that she 
was a foreigner 
facing the situation with all my strength and holding 
[taking] the consequences 
The only important thing is his oneself [own self] 
Nobody knew thoroughly [for sure] 
Nobody knew certainly, unless [except that] she was a... 
her attractive hair were for his fellows [colleagues] 
he sooner or later stays [remains] alone in the world 
he faces [finds] that some words which meant something 
before... 
feeling unfamiliar with her [finding her... strange] 
shy look 
a person who is conceived [conceited] and thinks 



54b he is very extravert [extroverted] 
54c 
54d 

56a-
56b 

56c 
57 
58 
59 

63 
64 

65 
66 

67a 
67b 

67c 

67d 
68a 

68b 
69a 

69b 

69c 
69d 

69e 
70a 
70b 
70c 

71 

her poor dressing [clothes] 
in order to accomplish a set of worked out [ready-made] 
solutions 
for her fellows [colleagues] of Sorbonne 
The author reaches [concludes] that selfishness can't be 
happiness 
and have [find/take] interest in all the people 
without regarding [respecting] the others 
whenever he stays [stands] in front of the mirror 
if one can lead [maintain] nice conversations with the 
neighbours 
who accused himself as a damned [miserable being] 
Those who want to have their gardens plenty [full] of 
fresheness 
In both German language and Netherland [Dutch?] 
The text tells us about an extract [passage] of life of 
a boy 
The west side [western] world 
I don't mind wether it was a fiction or non-fiction story 
[fiction or not] 
if one whishes not to be in quarrel [conflict] with it
self 
the different groups made after the accident [formed] 
We could say that politics is the underground [background], 
the deep structure... 
that could make [carry out] the most difficult plan 
By his language we can always know [see] which social group 
he belongs to 
We can easily realize [see/recognize] that Wilson... is 
someone very young 
and they'll give place [way] to small factories 
When production is in order to [intended] answer to the 
real needs... 
and not feed [create] in them artificial needs 
and got [drove] through a fence 
we can fall so deep [low] 

that man cannot alone [always] be in a position of 
superiority 
as he was commanding [telling] a horse to stop 
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72a 
72b 

72c 
7 2d 
73 

75a 
75b 
76a 
76b 
76c 
77a 
77b 
80a 
80b 

80c 
81 

83a 
83b 

Knowledge is widespreading [spreading (widely)] 
the verb to wonder has no correlative [counterpart] 
in Portuguese 
We must have [take] into account 
that life takes [runs] the risk of being extinguished 
man have promoted its widespread [expansion] all over 
the world 
inside and outside [indoor and outdoor] plants 
an atomic bombing [attack] had taken place 
catastrophes go around [happen everywhere] 
for the various problems going around [which exist] 
that the new era coming out [to come] 
it is the potencial [powerful] member of 0.T.A.N. 
However [Though] knowing that the main results 
it takes so little place [room] on your garden 
Educational documents are needed against [contrarily 
to] what F. Traffaut thinks of them 
how to make [meet] the human race first needs 
it can bring disorder and heavy [serious] problems for 
the planet 
he had an incident [accident] 
This work ... is a spy novel and, in that way [in 
consequence], its principal theme is politics 

4.4 Neologismos 

I 
18a 
18b 
37 
40 
44 
48 
50 
52 
56 
60 
63a 
63b 

II 
massacrated nature 
who preconizes a society (2 ocor.) 
which can be nocive 
we see all those little but mortifie wars that 
our dispended strength 
pronunciate 
I'm conscient of this fact 
a young polacca 
preocupate 
in which one is insered 
equitation 
applicated 
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64a 
64b 
69a 
69b 
69c. 

intervenients (2 ocor.) X 64a 
64b 
69a 
69b 
69c. 

functionement of language 
X 64a 

64b 
69a 
69b 
69c. 

disaprovement 

X 64a 
64b 
69a 
69b 
69c. 

changement that is going (2 ocor.) 

X 64a 
64b 
69a 
69b 
69c. This is not whopy 

X 

70a 
70b 
70c 
72a 

equitation X 
X 
X 

70a 
70b 
70c 
72a 

vegetais 
X 
X 
X 

70a 
70b 
70c 
72a 

sobrenatural 

X 
X 
X 

70a 
70b 
70c 
72a has to be a good practiser 

X 
X 
X 

72b The rules are the théorie support of correct using X 
73 half vegetal half animal X 
74a 
74b 
74c 

equitation X 
X 

74a 
74b 
74c 

Bothanic book 
X 
X 

74a 
74b 
74c one a complementation of the first one 

X 
X 

75 
76 

equitation X 75 
76 as if language were a statics phenomenon 

X 

77a a botanic book 
77b there was anthagonic reactions 
77c The unexperiente Will cried X 
77d That have revolutioned ? 

78a I like sports such as equitation X 
78b what is evoluting is human intelligence ? 

79a and tromping down on the gas [accelarating] 
79b a connotation with something which is valious X 
79c So I think we may concile both theories X 
80a 
80b 
80c 
81 

botanic books X 
X 
X 
X 

80a 
80b 
80c 
81 

valorative background 
X 
X 
X 
X 

80a 
80b 
80c 
81 

botanic book 

X 
X 
X 
X 

80a 
80b 
80c 
81 something irreal 

X 
X 
X 
X 

82a 
82b 

botanies 82a 
82b to contribute for the estauration of the old order 
83 sports like equitation X 
84a an enciclopedy (2 ocor.) 
84b 
84c 

militar affairs X 
X 

84b 
84c But too much (long) extense for a dictionary 

X 
X 

84d the vanishment of our culture 
84e This is the time of Romantism X 
84£ Botanic book X 
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4.5 Interferência de outras línguas estrangeiras 

I II III 
12 . 
13 
40 
78 
79 
83 

They had been sparing some money 
At this time children was a symbol of richess 
We spend to much craft 
poor people, paysans 
Music and lecture are my favourite entertainments 
the end they choosed and porsuived 

4.6 Termos arcaicos 

I II III 
17 everything that draw nigh its web 

5. ERROS GRAMATICAIS 
5.1 Adjectivos 

i) Concordância redundante em número 

I II III 
41 all the Christians beliefs X 
42a because they are différents X 
42b even opposites X 
42c there are other kinds that are also relevants X 
70 without one of the vitals organs of the body X 
73 messages hostiles to mankind X 
74a the changes that are taking place are more positives 
74b than negatives X 
75 They learn to be independents X 
77 distincts ways of thinking X 

ii) Nominalização 

I II III 
8a We must attend to the individual, X 
8b when we apeak about the 

collectiv X 
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12 and the most important of all is the fact X 
14a took forty new-born to a place X 
14b I am a lay on this subject X 
19 Was he an English or a Russian X 
36 That she was a foreign (2 ocor.) X 
42 She was a foreign (2 ocor.) X 
46 a selfish person is a discontented X 

iii) Formação e distribuição dos graus 

I II III 
3 I had to think now of the better way of using my money 
6 ... are the characters that are more important for the 

beginning 
8 His dream is so impossible as the dream of... 
10 Most of them say that the image's family is worst than 

a few years ago. 
12 ... and think about those who should have a Christmas 

celebration so happy as the one we were going to have 
32 much more rich than the fish-oil X 
34 people will be more happy X 
53 The latter is more close to the modern English X 
56 another thing more cheap X 
60 to come as closer to this way of life as possible 
63 The study of English language is not much different 
67a The one who does better 
67b is the one who will better succeed 
70a We are not stronger enough 
70b without vision man is so weak as a baby 
73 the ability to 'walk', clumsily but [as] fast as any man 
75 In my opinion the better way of discuss... 
80 ... were the worse enemy in the present situation 

iv) Substituído por um advérbio 

I II III 
4 and the front door was widely open 



20 
26 

67 
73 

But as usually I did not care about knowing 
Others insisted in following the same established 
rules independently from the new situation 
Since its recently birthdate has been growing... 
There are only slightly differences 

5.2 Advérbios 
i) Colocação 

6 
7 

14 
15a 
15b 
19 

22 
24a 
24b 
25 
26a 
26b 
28 
29 
30 
31a 
31b 
35 
36a 
36b 
42 
44 
45a 
45b 

II H I 
But he has also a lot of problems with his wife 
These two characters are the ones who have frequently 
this kind of thoughts 
Money can be comparable to nothing, we hear normally 
people state 
this fact would change radically the way of living 
the family structure had obviously its effects on it 
Woman has also a role in the... 
He is like the child Bill Roach and understands very well 
the criminal mind 
The engineer does not certainly read a book 
but they only could feel 
have been accepted so well 
I wouldn't probably be able 
I would also grow there flowers 
The old social institutions gave also place to a new order 
I would try to diminish a little their problems x 
Bill was enough ambitious x 

We change so quickly of place x 
employing frequently the flash back x 
We have already enough problems 
and had learned there some words 
is going to last, at least, more 20 or 30 years 
They usually are put out 
I must be also healthy 
We must give always something of ourselves x 
that in the physics' lessons choose always a place... x 
we could understand better these persons x 
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45c 
45d 
50 
56 
69a 
69b 
72a 
72b 
75 
76 
80 
82a 
82b 

we love so much ourselves 
One loves so much oneself 
that choose always a seat 
who chose always 
The type of ink which is done in nowadays industry 
You must understand what really means the fact 
if we wish to speak correctly any language 
he must pronunciate correctly the sentences 
I'm exactly in the same situation 
I knew already what were the problems 
to face strongly the end of the world 
they could have no more a decent funeral 
in a quite different way 

ii) Grau inadequado ao contexto 

I 
18 
20 
32 
67 

II 
soon or later 
spending it the sooner as possible 
he tries the best he can to give the reader a real image 
The one who does better is the one who will better 
succeed (2 ocor.) 

iii) Substituído por uma preposição 

I 
1 
17 
23 
33 

45 
67 

II 
After I checked in the newspaper 
... the spider makes its web and after it waites 
... and some minutes after 
who has a very strong conservative way of facing reality, 
having God for her own and single Leader 
maybe after we could understand... 
he ran through a fence and after into a gulch 
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iv) Substituído por um adjectivo 

I II III 
2 
8 
17 
25 
34 
42 
44 
58a 
58b 
63 
72 
81 
82 

what is real important 
the considerable important elements of a good spy 
Smiley had essential an human sense of life 
I would think about buying myself a real gorgeous house 
Computer era can be terrible frightening 
I'm going to try to tell as clear as I can 
was formal admitted in the Ciences course 
who likes to walk in the seaside, special at night 
I always like to be in a good mood, special with myself 
because the first learned language is sure English 
how to drive well and safe 
They live happy 
Suicide isn't very good accepted 

X 

v) Advérbios relativos 

I II III 
72 
79 

the afternoon where the event is taking place 
They are open in winter, where everything is cold and sad 

vi) Advérbio: Formação 

I II III 

2 fluenty_ 

5.3 ARTIGOS 
A- Artigos definidos 
i) Substituídos por artigos indefinidos 

I II III 
10a 
10b 

We'll see in a future 
The reasons for the evolution are found in a technical and 
economical life we are having in our days 



10c 

10d 

47 
80 

81 

This type of nuclear family has no place in a world we 
are integrated 
are not so deeply ingrained in the minds of a new generation, 
who is just coming 
what I am now is due to an influence from the authors 
I can't explain the possibility of English being in a near 
future 
which denotes a typical way of speaking of a certain part of 
the country 

ii) Omissão 
a) Com nomes próprios 

6 
14 
30 
33 
42 
43 
45a 
45b 
46 
47 
49 
50 
52 
56 
58a 
58b 
60 
61 
64a 
64b 
66a 
66b 
66c 
66d 

II HI 

At - Hotel Islay 
I went to - Algarve 
Jim needed to forget - other Bill, the mole 
- Great Powers struggle each other 
for his colleagues of - Sorbonne 
her companions of - Sorbonne 
Science course of - Sorbonne 
her colleagues of - Sorbonne 
her colleagues of - Sorbonne 
to her colleagues of - Sorbonne 
Of - Sorbonne 
of - Sorbonne 
of - Sorbonne 
of - Sorbonne 
in - Sorbonne 
of - Sorbonne 
of - Sorbonne 
the continuous growth of - United States 
between - United States of American 

and - URSS 
not so developed as - U.S.A. 
we see that - USA 
a daily reality in-USA 
This country is - United States of America 



67 - United States 
75 the problems of - Falklands 
77a - United States 
77b - United States of America and England are great... 
77c - United States is also a potencial 
77d - United Staes contains the nuclear arm 
77e It is in - United States and England that 

b) Omissão com nomes massivos 

I II III 
12 what it will be in-future 
15a - children's education was very poor 
15b - children's education was turned to schools 
15c the families of - future 
26 ... though all assumed - superiority of human race 
28a A.T. deals with - past 
28b as well as - future 
28c the land was the basis of - economy 
32 Thinking in terms of - present 
39 ( if on - contrary they... 
66 the family system of - future 
69 I believe that - future is in the small units 
70 ...most essential means of surviving without - help of others 
77 when man think about - future 
81 by certain groups of - population 
82 in - future 

c) Omissão com contáveis no singular 

I II III 
- Referenda específica 

7 - Language is also very difficult 
10a ... many forces will always influence - family structure 
10b - Third Wave family system will be based in different forms 
15 to. save - family structure 
16a - first wave civilization . 
16tí and - gene industry 



25 
26 
28a 
28b 
29a 
29b 
29c 
29d 
29e 
29f 
29g 
29h 
34 
46 
47 
51 
60 

63a 
63b 
63c 
63d 
64 
65a 
65b 
66 
67 
69 
71 
72 
75 
77 
80 
81a 
81b 
84a 
84b 

- Human brain has the largest ratio of brain body 
superiority of -human race 
the land was the basis of ... - family structure 
with the breakdown of - nunclear family 
who worked for - circus 
during - cold war 
or - circus, or Ann, or London 
- circus wasn't going well 
works for - circus 
if the people of - circus had been betrayed 
but the members of - circus 
... impotent to hate the man who was - lover of his wife 
- computer era presents two striking aspects 
The only distinguishing sign of - personality of that dry 
- Death penalty should be abolished 
can see the evolution of - English language have suffered 
What for think of others if I'm not happy with myself in 
- first place 
the study of - English language 
learning - English language 
So - English language is spoken 
Nowadays - English language is the first ... 
in - Portuguese language 
As we can see in - Portuguese language 
Both in - German language 
that this change in - family system 
... during the last century and still in - current one 
as if it were the greatest approach of - language world 
- English language 
during the time of - cold war 
two storeys below - groundfloor 
connected with - union of all men 
is more common in - English language 
- English spoken by so many 
They are the product of - human brain 
- English turn arrives now 
If we compare this language with that from - English 
"official" pattern 
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- Referência genérica 
9 it only comes to - surface 
14 Nobody cared about my attending - faculty 
16 among these A.T. considers electronics and - computer 
34 the idea of - electronic cottage 
52 If we look for these two words in - dictionary 
69a Since a long time - family has a certain kind... 
69b In what concerns - family 
74 A.T. speaks of many forms of - family 

- Referência única 
33 they invaded - earth 
55 if we go on like this - planet will be destroyed 
58 when - full moon is my company 

- Casos especiais 
36 In - Autumn of 1891 
42 In - autumn of 1891 
43 In - autumn of 1891 
45 In - Autumn of 1891 
46 In - Autumn of 1891 
58 In - Autumn of 1891 

d) Omissão com contáveis no plural 

I II III 
15a - children had always seen their parents 
15b - children were prepared to have a role in the university 
21 All - houses were shaking 
28a As for - children... they began 
28b to receive the mass-education in - schools 
33 They believe - Americans will come to save all from this 

calamity 
34 The demassification of - media 
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e) Omissão com erros vários 

I II III 
18 On - one hand 
5Sa persons like her want to change the world for - better X 
55b the world is going to change for - better X 
83 On - one hand 

iii) Emprego abusivo 
a) Contáveis no plural 

I II III 
2 I had to share everything with the others X 
8a I don't mind being like the others X 
8b Now it's time to think about the others X 
8c and took away military informations from the other countries X 
8d and set traps to the international spies X 
8e with an enormous knowledge of the people X 
10 the children and the youth itself are... X 
12 He lived in a house for aged people and during the day he 

helped to sell the lottery tickets X 
14a it also depends on the genes X 
14b the ethical values represent a norm of conduct X 
14c a complex net of relations with the other human beings X 
14d we can say that the ethical values are universal X 
14e the future development of man and the ethical values X 
14£ more interesting is the possibility to interfere with the 

genes X 
16a work as all the other activities X 
16b change our way of living and our relationships with the others X 
19a there is in the world something more important than the 

worldly affairs X 
19b make him think of the problems of the others X 
19c the influence he has on the others X 
20 I would be able to accomplish my dream and perhaps the dreams 

of the others X 
25 to go for a nice ridé in the beautiful sunny days X 
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26a 
26b 

28 
33a 
33b 
36a 
36b 
36c 
36d 
36e 
36£ 

36g 
38a 
38b 
39a 
39b 
39c 
42 
43 
44 
45a 
45b 
45c 

45d 
45e 
45£ 
45g 
45h 
45i 
46 
47 
48 
49a 
49b 
49c 
49d 

I would then have the means to do something for the others 
The human being raises himself above the other living 
creatures 
help the others 
People are no longer caring about the others 
It would be exactly the opposite of the democratic principles 
a selfish person doesn't love the others 
He is always against himself and against the others 
a lack of respect for the others 
when a person doesn't love the others 
a selfish person hates himself and hates the others 
I think that our society doesn't make anything for the old 
people 
the old people were already young 
a selfish person cannot love others because he uses the others 
I try to understand the others 
he doesn't love the other people 
it is easier to love and understand the others 
who always choosed a first-row place in the physics classes 
a person who is unable to love the others 
we love the others 
and thinking the others are his slaves 
give something of ourselves to the others 
not only giving to the others but to ourselves 
and so needs to snatch from life and the others the 
satisfaction... 
who doesn't respect the others 
how can he possibly love the others 
we don't love ourselves nor the others 
we can not love the others 
to love and respect the others 
in the physics' lessons 
he is unable to love the others 
to make life more difficult for the others 
the selfish person takes profit from the others 
of what the other people may feel 
the selfish people thinks only of themselves 
he judges the other people for what they can do for him 
people begin to think more in themselves than in the others 
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49e 
49£ 
49g 
49h 
49i 
49j 
50a 
50b 
50c 
51 
52a 
52b 
52c 
52d 
53 
54 
55a 
55b 
56a 
56b 
56c 
56d 
56e 
56f 
56g 
57 
58a 
58b 
58c 
58d 
59a 
59b 
60a 
60b 
60c 
62 
68a 
68b 

The selfish people are never satisfied 
and generally the people are happy 

and love the other people 
I am able to understand the other people's problem 
the thing is to listen to the others 
I believe that the friends are for all occasions 
in the Physics classes 
to love the others 
when he wins and the others loose 
He can't love the others 
He lives only for himself without looking at the others 
He can't love the others 
to love ourselves and then the others 
and share the good with the others 
in the physics classes 
that the ideals are totally different 
He can't love the others 
The young people is the opposite 
to love the others 

and to see the problems of the others 
to be interested in himself but in all the people 
thinking in the others 
and have interest in all the people 
the other things don't have importance for him 
doesn't care about the others 
without regarding the others 
and understand the others 
I like to help the others 
are not injurious to the others 
I can't be in a good mood with the others 
caring for the others 
incapable of lacking interest for the others 
How can they wish the best for the others 
being despised by the others 
one's relations with the others 
to destroy the world the men live in 
Smiley that believes in men, in the institutions 
He wants to criticise the institutions 

70a We can observe that all the languages became of only one 
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70b 
70c 
71 
72a 
72b 
74 

75 
80 

83 

with the mission of providing to the human beings x 
without the support of the others x 
both the opinions shown in the text x 
the men's greed for money x 
Education helps us to see the things more "sharply" x 
... affects the family structure and the family re
lationships x 
encourage the people x 
is a way of shewing the kind of the characters the novel 
deals with x 
The life of the spies is to give further information x 

b) Nominais massivos 

8a 
8b 
8c 
8d 
9a 
9b 
9c 
10a 
10b 
10c 
13 
14a 
14b 
14c 
14d 
14e 
15a 
15b 
15c 
16a 
16b 

II III 
Each one of them meant to do wonders for the human race, 
for the society x 
When the weapons used were the secret, x 

the cunning x 
and the temerity x 

in the straight observation of the reality x 
The time seems to go from present to past x 
As the time, x 

the place is also very important x 
because the society changed itself x 
and the youth itself are having the same problems x 
They live alienated of the reality x 
the only law reigning in the wild life x 
I was the embodiment of the Portuguese culture x 
... that are not allowed in the Portuguese society x 
The heredity is responsible for certain traits x 
the future development of man and the ethical values x 
man wants to eat "the fruit of the tree of the knowledge" x 
Time went on and the agriculture appeared x 
It made many changes in the society x 
The man has lost his role in the family x 
The scientific and technological development x 
Tracing a coherent line of evolution of the society x 



16c 
16d 
16e 

16f 
16g 
18a 
18b 
18c 
20 
24 
25a 
25b 
25c 

25d 
25e 
26a 

26b 
26c 
26d 
28a 
28b 

28c 
28d 
28e 
32a 
32b 
34a 
34b 
34c 
36a 
36b 
36c 
37 
40a 
40b 

Thus the primitive society was based mainly... 
Thus the mass production led to... 
one of the main characteristics of this period: the 
synchronization 
Last but not least the centralization also played... 
by the scientific and technological progress 
for a re-establishment of the lost reality 
how the human mentality is 
that sector (the Nature) that surrounds us 
One time in my life I had had the luck on my side 
everyone could understand the group work 
similar to the actual man 
There are also other theories like "the natural selection" 
which is a beautiful image of how the natural selection 
operates 
because of the intelligence, the human being... 
they are not corrupted by the society 
The way chosen by the ethical man is necessarily in 
opposition to 

that of the non-ethical man 
under the law of the growth correlation 
it is true that the permanent physical fitness 
to alter the human history 
based on energy from coal, gas, oil and fossil fuels and 
the mass-production 
To have the control over the different parts 
the work itself is being decentralized 
to receive the mass-education 
The narrator blames the humanity for this disaster 
One could not even blame the nature 
The demassification puts a strong note 

on the individuality 
It points out the human development 
and give profits to the society 
... and given profits to the society 
But the society will never remember 
If we look to the human or non human nature 
so that the european trade 
Livingstone spread the light of the faith 



40c 
40d 
40e 
40£ 
40g 
40h 
40i 
40j 
40k 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46a 
46b 
46c 
49 
51a 
51b 
51c 
52a 

52b 
53a 
53b 
55 

56 
60 
62a 
62 
62c 
64a 
64b 
66a 
66b 
66c 
68a 
68b 
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and of the freedom x 
The mathmatics x 
the phisics x 
in the literature x 
in the architecture x 
in the painting x 
in the biology x 
in the music x 
A Mme Curie in the physics x 
the war will end over the world x 
this kind of realization isn't enough to reach the happiness x 
apart from the society x 
for instance the sunset x 
My philosophy of life is the love x 
aren't able to face the society x 
They need our help to face the reality x 
and know the reality better x 
Since the old English x 

till the modern English x 
the industrialization x 
I think the value of life is in the understanding among 
people x 
and share the good with the others x 
... is more close to the modern English x 
the dialect change is one that... x 
Another thing that must change too is the human re
lationship x 
That million people aren't getting the enough food x 
despising the society x 
The human ignorance is enormous x 

but the knowledge is... x 
then the reaction of the man x 
the human ignorance x 
for the mankind x 
The human ignorance is enormous x 

but the knowledge is becoming... x 
and the work at home will be... x 
If you want the paradise in your garden x 
The human ignorance x 



68c 
68d 
68e 
68f 
69a 
69b 
69c 

70a 
70b 
70c 
70d 
70e 

70£ 
70g 
72a 
72b 
72c 
73 
74a 
74b 
75a 
75b 
76 
77a 
77b 
77c 
78 

J.L. Carre shows us the danger, side by side with... 
a person of the society-
He wants to criticise the institutions, the system, 

the society 
The human ignorance 
has dominated the man in the last decades 
Among those transformations I've been particularly 
touched by those concerning the work 
The human ignorance 
In the constituent analysis 
Here the constituent analysis is... 
without the help from men 
one of the best and most important means of surviving 
without help of others : the vision 
are plants brought from the space 
Representing the chaos the triffids want to offer... 
The human ignorance 
rattling at the sight of a threatening object (the man) 
related to the warfare 
a different kingdom of the nature 
The human ignorance 
was introduced by Chomsky in the linguistics 
The human ignorance 
I have to face the hard reality 
The human ignorance 
The human ignorance 
when the free love was advocated 
The united States detains the nuclear arm 
from the standard English 

79b 
79a of the indescriminated scientific research 

in the attempt to have the supremacy of the world 
80a The human ignorance 
80b to run from the reality 
80c I can't explain the possibility of the English being in a 

near... 
82a I*he human ignorance is enormous 
82b but the knowledge is... 
82c tendency is to return to the reality 
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83 The human ignorance is x 
84a The human ignorance is enormous but x 
84b the knowledge is developing x 
84c giving a fate to Bill, that is, a fate to the humanity x 

c) Nomes próprios 

I II III 
6a The operation Witchcraft X 
6b The Testify was the operation that had sent him X 
35 around the Hyde Park X 
73 a piece of the mysterious Japan X 
77 the unexperienced Will cried X 
84 all over the Europe X 

d) Nominalização do adjectivo 

I II Ill 
70 money is not the essential X 
78 And the most important of all - you have... X 
82 Wilson... accuses him of being the responsible for the 

result... X 

B- Artigo indefinido 

i) Troca entre as formas a e an/one 

I II III 
7 a even more complex content 
9a I would like to buy an house 
9b I would buy an yacht 
17 an human sense of life 
26 an huge party 
27 an hypnotic state 
28a a identity doubt 
28b Books generally give a incomplete view 



28c 
28d 
28e 
36 
37 
41 
47 
64 
77a 
77b 
80 
83 

a "info-sphere" and a "power sphere" 
in a early stage of development 
attitudes in a adult-centred society 
One young woman, whose name was... enrolled..! 
a egocentric way 
I am not a angel 
of a ashy blonde 
functions as an "lookout" for the Humankind 
interrupt must take a S 
It's an habit 
it becomes an habbit 
but also an useful one 

ii) Omissão 

I II III 
1 when we are in X bad mood X 
2a Five bed-rooms with X private bath X 
2b Anyway I am not X racist X 
6 One is X teacher X 
8a As X consequence of this X 
8b I am X fan of spy novels X 
8c had chose as X lover B.H. X 
11 because they exist in X great number X 
14 for developing X high I.Q. X 
18 becoming X synonym of pain X 
22 He also possesses X sense of humour X 
34 he deserves to be called X optimist X 
36 That's why I am X apologist of a life till 60 years X 
37 she was a foreigner of X unpronounceable name X 
42 Being married and X mother of two children X 
43 during X long time X 
46 A self-love person is X very different One 
47 I have been thinking... since X very tender age X 
56a During X long time X 
56b they prefer to die than to live such X life X 
62 because I am X fan of spy novels X 
63 I'm X fan of spy novels X 
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64 because I am X fan of.•. X 
66 I'm X fan of spy novels X 
67 I'm X fan of... X 
70 I am X fan of spy novels X 
71 and is spoken in many countries as X national language X 
72 he is referring to England, as X land of freedom X 
74 because I'm X fan of... X 
76 I am X fan of... X 
77 I am X fan of... X 
78 I am X fan of... X 
79 We will have that 'lingua franca' not X result of one 

factor but a result of both factors X 
83 I am X fan of... X 
84 May be X enciclopedy should be the most proper book X 

1 

i i i ) Emprego abusivo 

I II III 
3 and work in a part time 
14 showing an extreme self-confidence X 
15 Many children are being brought up in a single parent 

houses 
22 that there was a treason 
30 all the pieces are there but in a great confusion X 
32 he tells all in such a detail and perfection X 
33 it brings with it a great material damage X 
34 Computer work is an interesting and compensating work X 
35a There was such a warm sunshine X 
35b I do not like such a slow driving X 
35c As there was a very intense traffic X 
36 a person who has a "self-love" can love himself X 
37 On looking to such a greatness X 
46 access to a good information X 
53 at first a reading I should say X 
55 in which money has a great importance X 
64 the result of a free scientific research X 
66 the language used is a coloquial american English X 
70a But that is only possible with a self-organization 



70b 
74 
76a 
76b 
81 

Society is nothing but a chaos x 
which requires from you only a minimal attention x 
It is without no doubt a "bad" English x 
chewing a gum while speaking 
It is a time when there is a growth of population 

5.4 O Caso Genitivo 

I 
9 
10 
16 
17 
19 
23a 
23b 
28 

29 
34 
46a 
46b 
60 

63a 
63b 
63c 
76a 
76b 
77 
79 
80 
84a 
84b 
84c 

H H I 
the story's mistery 
the image's family [family's image] 
the secret service's world 
the mole's discovery [the discovery of the mole] 
But we can see this as a technique of John Carré 
many Russian's spies 
to leave the Russian's networks 
the new kind of relationships will enlarge the couple 
capacity for 
There was a mission's failure 
according to the student's will [students'] 
in physics* lessons 
the Sciences' course 
one's individual freedom ends where the others starts 
[others'] 
the sentence's construction 
depression's years 
this Steinbeck's character 
Their parent's house 
But Alvin's Toff1er opinion 
There are feelings that are stronger than men devices 
to see his world and other's world under that threat 
how to make the human race first needs 
the right social class' mouth 
Triffids symbolize a man's enemy 
he has had opportunity to know Darwins theories 
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5.5 Conjunções 

I II III 
17 When he is talking it is just like people was following 

him 
29 He lived depending on something: or circus, or Ann or 

London X 
50 The perceptions of what we are and for what we are here 
67 has been growing in economical power and now either by 

OTAN either by economical organizations X 
74 the study of competence, or communicative or systematic X 
80 the triffids are a permanent menace either against sighted 

or blind men. [both against sighted and blind men] X 

5.6 Formação da interrogativa 
i) Directa 

I II III 
10a Will be a husband or a wife chosen by the computer? X 
10b Will be this good? X 
18 Will it not happen in a very near future a similar event? 
21 What would have Adam thought? X 
42 Why came I to this conclusion? 

ii) Indirecta 

I II III 
6 
7 

We are ansious to know where are Irina and Dany X 6 
7 We don't know what are the links between one chapter and 

X 

the other X 
17 he tries to discover who is the double agent X 
22 
26 

is far more important than wondering where do we come from 22 
26 How could we all manage to get out of that tunnel... T ran't 

explain ? 
30a makes us wonder about what can this game have to do X 
30b to tell Control who was the mole X 
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37 We wonder how was possible such a delightful thing X 
38 students questioned themselves about who could she be X 
40 They became a foretelling of what would be the life of 

our country X 
42a whenever someone asks us what is our own philosophy X 
42b I'm going to tell you which is my own philosophy X 
43 wondered who would she be 
45 what I think is my philosophy of life X 
46 They asked themselves who would be that girl X 
49a to say what is my personal philosophy of life X 
49b to say what are the lines by which... X 
52 wondered to whom could she belong to X 
54a You ask me what is my personal philosophy of life X 
54b a close definition... of what is life X 
58 ... and try to understand why am I bored ? 

64 the main point is to know in which ways does scientific 
research be made 

69 you must understand what really means the fact X 

5.7 Formas negativas 

I II 
13 
15a 
15b 
45 
68 
76a 
76b 
81 
82 

you won't be seeing neither the ghetto nor those who are 
he is any more the bread winner 
The woman is any more the housekeeper 
we don't love ourselves nor the others 
He doesn't fight the soviet system, neither the English one 
They hadn't neither the car nor the goods 
It is without no doubt 
since it wasn't working no more 
He, nor none of the others, knew how to drive 

5.8 Numerais 

I II III 
6 
14 

that Stareck would tell just a word 
some million years ago [millions of] 
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25 About five millions years ago X 
40 only a white man saw him alive 
56 that million of people are not getting... 
66 What is the family system in the transition to a 3awave X 

5.9 Orações finais 

I II III 
64 and crying to the animals so that they ran quickly 

5.10 Preposições 
i) Omissão 

II III 

2 
16 
31 
32 
34 
37 
42 
43 
58 
73 

7 
20 
39 
66 
69a 
69b 
73 
75 

10 

A - de OF 
I had plenty-things 
is the possibility-to interfere with the genes 
The author succeeded in the purpose-to make the reader believe 
This book give us different views-how to rule/society 
could be a way-to solve this problem 
In the Autumn-1891 
In Autumn-1891 
In autumn-1891 
Have you ever felt the pleasure-to walk in the wet sand 
The arguments in favour-the increasing production... 

B - de FOR 
if it wasn't-some characters' memories 
After searching-a ticket 
The only thing we must do is to go on searching-a refuge 
English is suitable-to communicate 
The only acceptable reason-to live 
consume and accumulation were the only things-to live 
a reason-to live 
I don't know-how long I stayed like that 

C - de FROM 
—>—i—N t< e-i -Ji oi.'vi' 

They will be free-each other 

x 
x 
x 
? 
? 

? 

x 



70 
77 
82 

12 
14 
29 
30a 
30b 
31 
37 
40a 
40b 
45 
46 
49a 
49b 
56 
61 
64a 
64b 
64c 
64d 
64e 
75 
83 

21 
56 

Apart-that 
It is quite different from the place I came-
to steal-the stores was not a robbery 

D - de TO 
I explained-him 
and transmit-them their own genetic endowment 
It's a way of proving-himself that he is somebody 
They don't need to explain-each other 
he explains-us many things 
Smiley whom she gets married-is gentle 
an old friend said-me 
which introduces-us the author 
the second which introduces-us the life of the city 
talking with an old person and leastening-his stories 
when I refer-love,I am thinking... 
connected with the last one I referred-
I have referred-the most important lines 
because we know, due-some studies, that... 
... only referring-the main things 
It seems-me (2 ocor.) 
When we refer-a period of time 
scientists immediately invented a nown to refer-it 
we refer-everything that is related with language 
any kind of conflict between the approaches reffered-above 
List ening-mus i c 
is to give further information to service they belong-

- de AT 
We looked-one another 
and looked-the world 

F - de IN 
29 lin order to prove what we believe-
0 and it is-using him that the author clarifies... 
47 enrolled-the Sciences' course 
53 \ language student takes interest-to study 
59 enrolled-the Sciences course 
62 the permanent search for money-our consume society 
66 There is many difficulties-to translate this sentence 
69 there is nothing more to believe-
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G - de WITH 
31 When he presents us-this contrast X 
62 the author ... presents us-a world of fiction X 
63 to practice-the car 

H - de ON 
41 because I imposed-myself certain limitations X 
69 the learning of a language must always take-the variety 

of... X 

I - de BY 
61 one can maintain a conversation only-referring the main 

things X 
73 to make their pupils profit-his work 

J - de ABOUT 
X 

75 But I will write only-a few ones 
K - de INTO 

79 to face what our world could turn-

ii) Emprego abusivo 

I II III 
A - de IN 

3 and work in a part time X 
16 the author is penetrating in the secret world X 
20 I could only believe in what she was saying 

B - de WITH 
X 

5 a drastic one with which we must learn to live with 
34 to finish with I would like to say 
36 when the other students met with her X 
40 And our century? With what has it contributed to this 

development? X 
44 I think that someone is selfish if he cares only for and 

with himself 
48 The people that contact with me X 
69 you must contact with every aspects of that language X 
79 decided to finish with the human species X 
83a It offers us golden yellow fruits with the size of a plum X 
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83b 

5 
19 
24 
26 
30 
35 
71 

24a 
24b 
26 
28 
37 
52 
60 
61 
69 
70a 
70b 
74 
75 
76 
80 
81 
83a 
83b 

38 
44a 
44b 
54 

72 

They can end or begin with a friendship 

C - de OF 
but it was the only one I could remember of 
while most of people 
we could escape to this trap and of a life of serfdom 
to share with me of my happiness 
We change so quickly of place 
outside of the garage 
That is why I think of intrinsic and extrinsic factors are 

D - de TO 
who could have escaped to that catastrophe 
we could escape to his trap and... 
the necessity of obeying to an established... 
and will renounce to a child centred society 
and therefore capacity to help to each other 
to whom could she belong to 
asked to themselves 
When I am telephoning to my friend 
to answer to the real needs of people 
the triffids want to offer to man a light 
to obtain the result the triffids wanted to 
telephone to a friend 
telephone to a friend 
I was always asking to myself 
When I will be telephoning to my friend 
When I'm telephoning to my friend 
obey to all the rules 
you can give to your house a Mediterranean look 

E - de ABOUT 
Students questioned themselves about who could she be 
to [too] complicated to discuss about 
asked themselves about who she could be 
asked themselves about who it was 

F - AGAINST 
sometimes to the extent of offending against linguistic 
"property" 
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iii) Substituição 

I II III 
•1. ABOUT 
1.1 Por FOR 

59 caring for the others 
81 They didn't care for the well-being of all 

1.2 Por IN 
10 We were not free of talking in subjects like... 

1.3 Por TO 
72 warning to what could eventually happen 

1.4 Por WITH 
50 they do not care with the other feelings 

2. AFTER 
2.1 Por FOR 

X 

28 looking for the children 

3. AMONG 
3.1 Por FROM 

32 and from the survivors, most of them were blind 
67 we clearly distinguish, from the different groups made after... 

3.2 Por BETWEEN 
33 chiefly between human beings 

4. AT 
4.1 Por BY 

8 We can only understand its meaning by the end of the novel 

4.2 Por FOR 
35 They were a bit bitter for knowing that my brother would... 

4.3 Por IN 

X 

7 but in this moment of the novel X 
8 whenever the country was in war 
17 In this point, the difficulty of the plot comes out X 
21 as if we were in the end of our creation X 
33 The author gives us a brief look in the attempt to create 

a democratic community: life in Shirning 
34a He can notice it in the end of some chapters X 
34b society will improve in all levels 



40 
53 

19a 
19b 
20 

13 
37a 
37b 
42 
70 
83 

36 
39 
58 

22 

18 

44 
84 

67 
69 

48 
64 
71 
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So, in the beginning, ... 
placing others in a lower level 

4.4 Por ON 
on the beginning of the book 
uncapable of being present on the time things happened 
what would be their wishes on their age? 

4.5 Por TO 
And you will have to shoot where to? [at what] 
If we look to human ... nature x 
On looking to such greatness x 
A quick glance to the matter x 
look at a map x 
to arrive to an end 

4.6 Por WITH 
Surprised with her shy presence x 
amazed with her timid look x 
being surprised with her shy look x 

5. BEFORE 
5.1 Por TILL 

we will have to learn how to deal with it till then 

5.2 Por WITH 
all this technological sofistication has become powerless 
with certain ecological facts 

6. BY 
6.1 Por FOR 
they finish for hating themselves 
are considered grammatical for those who speak it 

6.2 Por FROM 
one assembly of people ruled from conventional morality 
If you want to profit from our space 

6,4 Por OF 
to obtain profit of everything ! x 
I think this book of John Wyndham x 
the same errors of those standards 

7. FOR por 
7.1 BEFORE 
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76 

40 

69 

36 
43 
44 
45 
46 
54 
55 
56 
69 

5a 
5b 
13 
20 
24a 
24b 
26 
69 
77 
78 

69 

69a 
69b 
69c 

26 

1a 
1b 

a new version of big families is possible but not before the 
next ten years 

7.2 By 
that feeling of "prolongation" is substituted by a feeling 
of "suddenness" 
by the reasons appointed 

7.3 During 
During a lot of time 
During long time 
During a long time 
During a long time 
During a lot of time 
During a long time 
During a long time 
During long time 
the values that have guided man's actions during many years 
7.4 Of 
Man has become more greedy of power 
my article has a reason of being 
you will be developing your capacity of endurance 
I didn't understand the reason of her congratulations 
the cause of that [state of mind] 
while there's thirst of power 
thirst of knowledge 
in the search of progress 
one of the reasons of Bill's fighting 
A garden is a dream of all those inhabitants 
7.5 On 
another kind of feeling on people 

7.6 Since 
I haven't seen my cousin since a long time 
Since a long time man has believed 
Since a long time family has a certain kind of characteristics 

7.7 Through 
Through thousands of years man's body has been changing 

7.8 To 
I could not only give and keep nothing to me 
I layed plans to the future 



5 
7 

15 
18 
28 
31 
39 
53a 
53b 
56 
66 
69a 
69b 
73a 
73b 
76 

53a 
53b 

6 
69a 

69b 

62 

3a 
3b 
7 
8 
10 
45 
63 
67 
70 

be aware and prepared to death 
Language is also very difficult to understand, specially 
to a foreigner 
was prepared from boyhood to his role 
he has to adopt new methods to the new situation 
It is difficult to them to survive 
I am going to buy three motorcycles to my brothers 
the kind of life I wanted to me 
Self-love to someone who is alone doesn't last forever 
to express something to which we don't have the exact means 
Life is preparation, ..., to another life 
a valid reason to this change 
cannot be values to the future 
and of course a nice wood to your fire 
unprepared to such an unthinkable event 
a reason to live 
One of the main reasons to the breakdown 

8. FROM por 
8.1 At 

At first a reading 
However at the second reading 

8.2 By_ 
Smiley discovered by what Jim said 
By his language we can also know which social group he belongs 
to x 

We are discovering by the words who Will can be x 

8.3 In 
in my point of view 

8.4 Of 
I would also buy some shares of a profitable company x 

perhaps of an oil company 
which demands great attention of the reader x 
if we ask someone of the poor Orient x 
They live alienated of the reality 
He makes everything possible to reap profit of people 
is quiet different of the place 
in addition to the extract of "Introduction to Linguistics" 
all the languages became of only one 
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72 quite different of the place 
75 man will derive some profit of this examples 

different of the place I... 
. 8.5 Since 
that rivet the reader's attention since the beginning till 
the end 

16 A.T. delineates the evolution of our society since the begin
ning of our civilization up till now 
Since the Norman Conquest till today 
8.6 To 

; I had bought a fraction to an old blind man 
They had no secrets to one another 
9. IN por 
9.1 Among 

56a We know also that among the world 
:>>' principally the people who live among him 
84 the important role English plays among international com

munities 
9.2 At 

6 the second is at London 
9 at China 

9.3 Before 
75 now before our situation 

9.4 By 
43 we must do what we really like and by this way, we feel 

realized 
9.5 For 

12 I am extremely happy for being able to help those people x 
59 incapable of lacking interest for the others x 

9.6 OF 
The reader can also participade of the creation of the 
story 

11 the number of characters of the book 
27 It was one of those foggy mornings of May 
49 he does not have interest of what the other people may feel 
69 Conditions of living of our society 



9.7 On 
12 an old man appeared on my way 
18 a deep internal conflict on man 
28 included on a new expanded family 
31 Smiley is, on my opinion, ... 
33 He has a purpose on life 
36 enrolled herself on the Sciences course 
37 on the corridors 
39 on the corridors 
44c a place on the first rank 
441 he has no confidence on himself 
45 on the faculty' corridors 
47c on the corridors 
471 enrolled on the course 
50 This difference lies on the attitude 
52 Crossing with her on the corridors 
54i matriculated on the Sorbonne 
541 on the corridors 
60 the author's information lies on the fact 
72 put things on theyr right place 
80 it takes so little place on your garden 
84c the change of time on the verb 
841 a slight difference on the time of verbs 
84c On these times French was considered 

11 

18 
61 

27 
60 

14 
30 
49 
49ti 

9.8 Over 
the great interest that existed in England over the book 
9.9 To 

the gregarious instinct inherent to man 
They are almost alike to the deep structure 
9.10 Under 

They seem to be under an hypnotic state 
how can one opt for a way under which to lead his life 
10. INTO por 

10.1 In 
It is divided in two hemespheres x 
the author ... sinks constantly in the past x 
Other thing that I also take in consideration x 
There is another thing, ...,that I also take in consideration x 
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One must not fall in the extreme 
We cannot fall in the danger 
because we are often divided and fragmented in two parts x 
are transformed in a kind of 
are reintroduced in our lives 
"compétence" was introduced by Chomsky in the linguistics x 
10.2 On 

The inclusion of the "Triffids" on the plot 
which will be integrated on the satellites 
We have to take on account its different functions 
10.3 To 

We have no translation to Portuguese 
let's go to facts 
11. OF por 
11.1 About 

we become totally aware about ... 
to make a critic analysis about a boot 
11.2 For 

I felt ... ashamed for doing the work of a servant 
the symbol for all evil 
are the main cause for instability 
11.3 From 

he should be the only one taking advantages from his friends 
in other places from earth 
independently from the new situation 
the only distinctive sign from that timid foreigner 
the only distinctive signal of the personality from that 
shy foreigner 
to her colleagues from Sorbonne 
matriculate herself in the Science course from the Sorbonne 
without the help from men 
expression typical from the dialect 
if we compare this language with that from English "official" 
pattern 
11.4 In 

I used to think in a wonderful house 
I thought in John W. 



37 
38 
44 
48 

and non perfect beings think always and only in the faults 
Selfishness is to think in oneself 
with a point in view 
thinking only in one's needs 

49a thinking more in themselves 
49b than in the others 
50 if we think deeply in what we are doing 
56e to think in the future 
56b he is incapable of thinking in the others 
56c A selfish person thinks only in himself 
68 thinking in the accident 
69 If we think in our didactic 
77 thinking in a future 
78 in a bend in the road 

11.5 On 
8 we must think on ourselves 
43 If we only think on ourselves 
69 we must think on the principal 

11.6 To 
61 the basis to this growth 
68 and the relations with the other side to our real world 
72 warning to what could eventually happen 
73s He is critical to our consume society 
73b support to teachers 

11.7 With 
I've always dreamed with the pleasure... 

12. ON por 
12.1 About 

and attempt to make the reader reflect about what must... 

12.2 At 
We know that he had problems at the back 
... than to sit at the table at a Christmas Eve 
It was a day at the Cornish cliffs 

12.3 By 
It is much better to travel by your own 

12.4 For 
For the contrary 

33 

9 
12 
29 

50 



2 
3 
7a 
7b 
6a 
6b 
8a 
8b 
10 
12 
14 
19 
23a 
23b 
23c 
24 
26 
30 
34a 
34b 
35 
45 
50 
58a 
58b 
67 
69 

74 
75 
77 
84 

1 
22 
68 
75 

12.5 In 
I wrote it down in a small piece of paper 
and work in a part time 
only in page 69 
In page thirty 
So in one page we are reading what happened two hours ago 

and in the next page what happened... 
In those occasions 
the influence these aspects have in every individual 
the family system will be based in different forms 
who spends more money in buying lottery cards 
I am a lay in this subject 
for training military officers in conspiracy 
because as it is said in the last page 
here in the Cornish cliffs 
the night in which J. Pridaux was shot 
I heard something in the radio 
others insisted in following the same established rules 
only in page 245 
it may have unimaginable effects in society 
Let's see the examples in page 276 
Yesterday I went to Hindhead in a motor-car trip 
in a rainy day 
We are concentrated in what... 
to walk in the seaside 
to walk in the wet sand 
like a good actor should do in a stage 
Man put all his capacities and strength in the search of 
progress 
and in reading the newspapers, magazines we see that 
it seemed that we were in another planet 
work in it 
placing him in a road that will... 

12.6 Of 
We cannot live only of illusions 
... writing of specific subjects 
a book of biology 
dependant of technology 
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1 
54 

80 

79 

18 
70 
75 
78 

12 
80 

64 

62 

26 
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12.7 To 
because of the air-raid made by the Japanese to Pearl 
Harbor 
tried to impose its culture to the world 

12.8 With 
I could live only with the accumulated interest x 
We have to count with ourselves x 

13. OVER por 
13.1 Along 

and drove along the grass into a gulch 

13.2 Of 
supremacy of the world 

14. THROUGH por 
14.1 During 

during all the story 

14.2 Over 
manipulating his characters all over the story 
he didn't know what to do and ran over a fence 
all over the book 
spread all over the book 

15. THROUGHOUT por 
15.1 Along 

one could easily see that along the whole book x 
as we can see along the novel x 

15.2 During 
as we saw during the reading 

16. TO por 
16.1 Against 
the Triffids represent a danger against mankind 

16.2 At 
I could not stop tapping my foot on the carpet at the sound 
of ... x 
and furnish it at her liking x 

16.3 For 
... are the characters that are more important for the 
beginning of the plot 



10 
21a 
21b 
26a 
26b 

56 
63 
66 
72 
77 
79 
82 

7 
17a 
17b 
17c 
28 
40 
44 
54 
56 

10 
14 

13 
25 

6a 
6b 
6c 
29 

37 
64a 
64b 
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has contributed for this image 
For my surprise 
But for my astonishment 
making clear for each individual the advantage 
the long arms of our apelike ancestors were adapted for 
swimming 
The other things don't have importance for him 
words completely unknown for me 
factors that contribute for English to become... 
religion means a lot for many people 
movies and little series are also contributing for this 
it tries to catch the attention for the problem 
to contribute for the estauration of the old order 

16.4 In 
but details have been brought in the novel 
George Smiley1s purpose was to put and end in betrayal 
he wanted to put an end in another human being's destruction 
he wanted to put an end in all unhuman acts 
if we want to be admitted in a workable future 
was admitted in the Science course 
was formal admitted in the Ciences course 
this can be generalized in a whole community 
was admitted in a Sorbonne Science course 

16.5 Into 
They are always running at full speed into their jobs 
for they come into light 

16.6 Of 
my approach of the theme 
a synonym of being happy x 

16.7 With 

x 

When Smiley went to talk with Jim 
Now they talk directly one with the other 
She is married with Smiley x 

discover what had really happened with the operation led 
by... 
someone is courteous with me x 
accordingly with the environment 
We refer everything that is related with language x 

x 



64c all the functions related with his language 
65 a close relation with the English language 
81 knowledge added with spirit of group 
84 tells what happened with Will 

17. TOWARDS por 
17.1 For 

a step for the end of the world 

18. WITH por 
18.1 For 

80 

55a 
55b 
55c 

14 

37 
46 
50 
51 
54 

He doesn't concern for others 
just for himself 

is concerned for others 

18.2 In 
the possibility of interfering in the human genes 

18.3 Of 
that she was a foreigner of inpronounceable name 
she was a foreigner of "unpronounceable name" 
I need the contact of other people 
she was a foreigner of an•unpronounceable name 
fead up of the same trivial... 

10 
54 

15 

43 

64 

76 

18.4 To 
They cut their ties to the family 
a total disagreement to the author's opinion 

19. WITHIN por 
19.1 Between 
I think that the relationship between the couple can be 
improved 
But he know that there are many conflicts between the 
couple 

20. MISCELÂNEA 
20.1 but not // without 
I bought a lottery ticket but not expecting to win 

20.2 than // from 
is rather different than the place I come from 

20.3 ago // for 
I don't see my friend a long time ago 
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80 
20.4 off // out of 

be drove out of the road 

5.11 Pronomes 
i) Pronome Impessoal: one/oneself/one's 

I II III 
29 because he is more emotional than [one] should be in 

businesses like that 
67 if one wishes to be in quarrel with itself 
79 if one morning one wakes up to see his and other's worlds 

ii) Pronomes Interrogativos 

I II III 
13 And you will have to shoot. Where to? [At whom?] X 
51 they asked each other whom she was 
53 wondered whom she was 

iii) Sujeito antecipatorio (anticipatory subject) 

I II 
1 
25 
37a 
37b 
37c 
37d 
37e 
45 
70 
76 

Imagine how good [it] is to be a rich woman 
Sometimes I wonder what good [it] is for. the man to be 
How wonderful [it] is to be alive 
How marvellous [it] is to wake up 
How marvellous [it] is when we are sad 
Only for this is [it] wonderful to be alive 
Where there is willingness [it] is easy to solve problems 
As I am not one thing or the other [it] is a bit difficult 
a correct view of what [it] is like to speak that dialect 
without [it] being necessary to use the "future tense" 
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iv) Pronomes Pessoais 
a) Omissão 

I II III 
4 She greeted us, introduced her husband, showed [us to] 

our rooms 
8 Sometimes I think helping my country isn't worth [it] X 
29a Because there was a mission's failure and George himself 

thought there was something behind [it] 
29b At the time of the Jim's operation [it] was said that Jim 

was abroad X 
30 and he doesn't tell [us] what he knows 
41 a good human being when [he] dies will become a spirit 
45a Sometimes I suffer, I am insecure, insatisfied but I think 

[it] is because I am young. 
45b what I would like to say is that [you] should try to find 

a balance 
55 Some when [they] do that and their present life has no 

interest they commit suicide 
56 Someone is happy when [he] can love X 
67a British Empire was composed of important and powerful 

countries e.g. Africa ones, which although [they] had its 
independence X 

67b What I would like to see here was... how we loose control 
of ourselves if for any casual reason [we] had to face any 
problem like this. 

68 it is not the main theme of the book, [it] is only a guide 
to the reader X 

69 Nowadays linguistics is a very special science. Everybody 
talks about [it] as if it were... 

76 I have no idea which tree [it] is X 
77 the family, after [they] had sold everything 
79 ... an opportunity of making it even more beautiful and 

profitable. With two or three Japonica [it] is easy X 
80 ... and acceptable just because [it] is English or American X 



b) Redundância 

I 
1 
3a 
3b 
6a 

6b 
10a 

10b 
24 
30 
32 
41a 
41b 
43 

51 

55a 
55b 

55c 
61 

69a 
69b 
70 
72 
82 
83 

II ' ! I 
I could not believe in what I saw and 1 heard 
The rest of the money I would put it in the bank 
Because you become a millionaire it doesn't mean you must 
A "mole" was infiltrated in the English Intelligence service 
and it must be discovered 
those kind of little informations we can joint them 
People had no support from the government, as it is happening 
now 
the woman - in a Second Wave civilization - she used to stay 
The first thing I saw it was... 
And not only Smiley but also the other character - they move 
As it happened in the book 
the difficulty is to know what it is right 

and what it is wrong 
she was a foreign person with an 'unutterable noun' that she 
always choosed... 
The students, when they cross each other on the corridors of the 
University, they asked each other... 
life without love it has no sense 
nowadays to have a certain period of time without wars in the 
whole world it is becoming something very unusual 
Some[,] when do that...[,] they commit suicide 
New articles were invented like "chiclets" which nobody calls 
them anything 
(We know your garden it's not big) 
To learn a different language it's not very easy 
as it happens in the book 
what would it happen if 
to study a language it is not to emphasize 
as it is said in this book 
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c) Falta de concordância em pessoa e numero 

I II m 
1 What is money? He cannot give us... X 
6 Smiley knew that there was a mole who had obtained what she 

wanted X 
30 One must draw our own conclusions 
40 And our century? With what has he contributed to this 

development X 
54 asked themselves about who it [she] was 
64a People has the right..., but he has the duty X 
64b ... the government must do that, but, unhappily, he is the 

first to... X 
64c This people says..., he pays to be considered X 
64d people spoke "mechanically", that is, he didn't know X 
64e people spoke..., he spoke, X 
64£ because he had heard... X 
65 The English language was communicated to the others countries. 

She was a symbol 
X 

81 ... knowledge of the language. To achieve this knowledge, one 
must study all the devices related to her X 

d) Substituídos por pronomes reflexos 

I II III 
46 
17 

When the students crosse herself on the corridors 
When he is talking it is just like people was following 
himself 

v) Pronomes Recíprocos 

I II III 
17 These men have worked together, they respected themselves X 
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vi) Pronomes reflexos e enfáticos 
a) Omissão 

I II III 
17 

53 

Bill availed [himself] of his friends' services to complete 
himself 
he feels [himself] the centre of everything 

b) Redundância 

I II III 
8 I would feel myself like the happiest person X 
10a because the society change itself X 
10b Sometimes they felt themselves alone X 
22 ... once we have decided ourselves X 
45 M. Sklodowska matriculed herself X 
46 M. Sklodowska matriculated herself X 
50 matriculated herself X 
52 matriculated herself X 
53 matriculated herself X 
55 matriculated herself X 

c) Substituição 

I II III 
1 
23 
30 
31 
39a 
39b 
46a 
46b 

I could not only give and keep nothing to me 
the relationship between she and Haydn was... 
Even him was a victim 
I am going to buy a confortable house for me 
he is always insatisfied with him 
The kind of life I wanted to me 
Thinking only of his own being 
He is also interested in his own but he isn't a fanatic 



vii) Pronomes Relativos 
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6 
8 

9a 
9b 
9c 
21 
22 

24 
25a 
25b 
33 
36 
42 
43 

49 

50 
51 
52 

55 
67 
70a 
70b 
74 

76 

77a 
77b 
82a 

82b 

II 

They got there and catch Gerald that was Bill 
... but I would help some terrible cases for what now I 
can do nothing 
"Tinker, Tailor...", as every story who tells about spies 
the Great Powers, that, having a constant balance as aim 
the observing qualities of Roach[,] that was a great observer 
There was a strange silence in the train, what is unusual 
a very important factor in a man of science - what makes the 
book... 
I could hear all what they were saying 
and had brain volumes of 500cc ... what made paleontologists 
He had a high forehead what, showed 
He has a purpose on life, that is co-operative effort 
but does not love himself either, what is worse 
I'm going to tell... which is my philosophy 
it isn't very easy to get everything what I consider enough 
to... 
except with the people that do things I do not agree with, or 
that their temper does not go along well with my temper 
that she was a foreigner..., that choosed always 
He must have a source of information from where he can extract 
that she was a foreigner with a 'nonpronounceable name' that 
always... 
We live in a world that money has a great importance 
and that is for me, what is the most important rule of our life 
Communication is a kind of thing without [which]we cannot pass 
Bill admits, what is rare in our civilization, that man... 
the study of competence, or communicative or systematic, that 
in my opinion doesn't matter 
a new family system is emerging, that is a new version of the 
old entended family 
... Bill, that had a great sense of conventional morality 
in the manner how he managed it 
England ... had more colonies ..., what brought to the world 
a lot of... 
mentalized to live in a poligamic sistem, which main aim was... 



viii) Determinantes demonstrativos (falta de concordância) 

I II III 

1a It was that days when... 
1b We must think of that countries of Bangla Desh 
1c that poor people X 

2 and all that names you can think of 
5 but the restless spirit of Man discovered that this 

discoveries... 
6 those kind of little informations 
24 that was people 
29 one of this lovers was Bill Haydon 
40a This two thematically different paragraphs 
40b All this well-known people 
50 Anyway this obstacles improve my capacity 
54 I think that in a way this two kinds of persons 
60 These sort of people 
63 This people X 

64 This people X 

68 to transmit this ideas 
69a that idioms 
69b if you emphasize one of this aspects 
73 in this new forms of family 
74 with this family forms 
75a This books explain everything 
75b This fruits are marvellous 
75c This exemples 
80 all this things 
84 These is an old statement 

ix) Pronomes e determinantes indefinidos 

I II III 

1a I went to a lawyer, expecting him to say anything X 
1b Just now why not thinking to visit another planets 
1c without having nothing to eat X 

Id with so many misery 
6 but he couldn't do nothing X 
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9 
10 
12 
21 
24a 
24b 
27 
37 
39a 

39b 
40a 
40b 
44 
48 
49 
51 
54 
56 
61 
62 
63a 
63b 
65 
69a 

69b 
69c 
72 

could already indicate anything 
children are working without no conditions 
Nobody seemed to have some time to stop and think 
No one will be able to do something new 
And sometimes they just couldn't work no more 
without knowing nothing more 
I was unable to tell her something 
they are living in other world 
if a selfish person is not a good friend and hates the other 
and... 
He can't do no good to himself 
We spend to many time 
We can't say we haven't given nothing 
without giving nothing 
nobody knew nothing 
other thing that I also take in consideration 
much of the successful results 
there are many others interpretations 
He is not able of loving somebody but himself 
I don't want somebody 
Their chances of survival were very little 
This people went from any american region to California 
None of them had driven a car [neither] 
The English language was communicated to the others countries 
I think there is any conflict between the different aspects 
of a language 
I don't want that somebody interrupt me 
Besides that, the one who reads a book has a very important role 
and didn't have no other car 

x) Determinantes possessivos 
a) Falta de concordância 

I 

11 

25 

The majority of his novels have the same subject - "The spy 
who came in from the cold" (in my opinion its best book)... 
chimpanzees will reach a higher stage... and will be able 
do communicate with members of his own species 

x 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

II I I I 
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34a 
34b 
35 

40a 
40b 
42 
48 
51 
52 
56 
64a 
64b 
64c 
64d 
67 
73a 
73b 

73c 
79a 
79b 

The division of tasks and its variety 
The computer, with his wide... 
It is amazing how human experiences keep its repeating 
pattern 
People who rarely uses his inteligence 
Politics envades our lifes and his main subject is war 
her attractive blonde hair was for his colleagues 
Everybody must take proper care of its image 
her... hair, was for his colleagues 
her attractive hair... were for his fellows 
Each person has its own personality 
People has the right to improve his conditions of life 
people... didn't know about his language 
people had heard his parents speak 
... people understand the importance of knowing his language 
Africa ones which although had its independence 
the triffids showed its independency 
the teacher would be able to find the best way to make their 
pupils 
They used its poison-carrying sting 
They are carnivorous plants and its name comes from... 
That pink oil represent its [their] blood 

x 
x 
X 

c) Substituição pelo artigo definido 

I II III 
9 We know he had physical problems at the [his] back X 
12 one could easily see that along the whole life he had been 

making X 
41a being amazed by her shy character, the obstinate expression X 
41b and the poor and austere clothes X 
42 finding her timid look, the obstinated expression and her 

austere... X 
44 her obstinate expression and the poor and severe clothes X 
49a when they know things about the friends X 
49b her obstinate expression, the austere and poor clothing X 
50a This difference lies on the [their] attitude towards X 
50b the severe clothing X 
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50c 
SOd 
55a 
55b 
59a 
59b 
68 

because the [his] only aim 
The [their] attitudes are always deliberately ambiguous 
the [her] severe and poor clothes 
they think more with the heart 
the obstinate expression 

and the severe and poor clothes 
the book would loose its sense, probably the interest 

c) Erros vários 

I 
1 
18 
45 
53 
70 

II 
I began... to known on which side mine's bread is buttered 
... have as [their] aim to warn us 
who doesn't respect the others and theirs needs 
the only distinctive signe of [her] personality 
to join ours qualities 

5.12 SUBSTANTIVOS 
i) Numero 

I II 

x 
x 
X 
X 
X 

III 

4 So the English language functioned as a mean to reach an end 
6a Those kind of little informations we point them 
6b We get a lot of informations 
6c The author gives the informations 
7 more informations 
8a and all kind of political literature and authors 
8b to steal military informations 
8c bureau informations 
8d took away military informations 
15a the families of the future can have better relationship 
15b She was no more looked as a mean of bearing children 
17 who would give him informations x 
24 For the first period of time we can eat fruités 
26 soothe their pains 
27a who had gone to the toilets 
271 I usually sleep like a log but that night I couldn't close my ey_e 

III 



29 
34 
36a 
36b 

37 
39a 
39b 
43 
45 
59 

62a 
62b 
62c 
63 
64a 
64b 
64c 
68 
69a 
69b 
69c 
70a 
70b 
71 
72a 
72b 
72c 
73a 
73b 
75a 
75b 
75c 
75d 
75e 
76 
77 
78 
80 

despite all the damages it /ill carry 
progress will change eve y aspects of our future life 
young people can work anc Í ive profits to the society 
... the old people...had worked and given profits to the 
society 
her attractive hairs 
including political and scial situation 
her attractive hairs 
her fair and greyish hairs 
most of the times_ 
everyone is compelled to attain satisfactions from one's 
possessions 
a person from the lower class 
and of all kind of political literature 
but I like sport such as "equitação" too 
and of all kind of political literature 
he was driving along the road without the necessary cares 
but knowledges are becoming better 
all kind of political literature 
and all kind of political literature 
but knowledges are becoming... 
every aspects 
used to do a lot of works 
all kind of political literature 
blindness is only a mean to get to... 
a lot of informations 
they sold some of their (own) properties 
I am not against researches 
and symbolize also researches^ mainly related to the warfare 
the stream of thoughts 
filled with informations 
this fruits are marvellous 
he had some confusions 
two black man 
I enjoy novels and all kind of political literature 
both technical and intellectual domains 
all kind of political literature 
all kind of political literature 
and the cares they need 
all kind of political literature 
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81a I like all kind of political literature x 
81b It gives informations x 
83 all kind of political literature x 
84 a book containing all the advices about x 

ii) Formação do plural 

I II III 
6 the spys 
14 through virus [viruses] 
17 shows us how the spys 
19 lifes 
30a spys 
30b all of them are strange man 
40 Politics envades our lifes 
62 hobbys 
64a hobbys 
64b phenomens 
70 hobbys 
72 hobbys 
74 hobbys 
75 two black man 
80 in both analysis 

5.13 There (sujeito existencial) 

I II III 
64 In spite of "triffids" it could be other things [Instead 

of "triffits" there could be other things] 

5.14 VERBOS 
i) Falta de Concordância entre o sujeito e o verbo 

I II III 
2 There is a lot of things I want to buy X 
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4 
8 
11a 
11b 
14 
15 
17a 
17b 

19a 
19b 
23a 
23b 
24 
25 

29 
33a 
33b 
36 
37a 
37b 
38 
40a 
40b 
41a 
44b 
45 
48a 
48b 
49 
50a 
50b 
51 
52a 
52b 
53 
55a 
55b 

x 

but among us there was Japanese, German,... students 
This kind of war still exist 
He choose Smiley because he is 
I can't even say that he want the reader to be a spy 
our conscience make us feel uncomfortable 
At this time children was a symbol 
everything that draw nigh its web 
When he is talking it is just like people was following 
himself 
While most of people is looking for glory x 
he need someone in whom he can trust 
Smiley talks to Guillan, and tell him 
and Karl keep it 
To someone who have lived 
the relationship between parents and children are of major 
importance 
George's resentment towards Bill make George work 
people has turned more and more possessive x 
people isn't aware that x 
what happen to old clothes 
there is still others 
he looks around him and see the whole world 
the author conclude that 
the strange people who is arriving at the city x 
but people rarely uses this intelligence x 
when one think 
sometimes there is obstacles 
as the author say 
the kind of life society "oblige" us to adopt 
The fact that all of us has the necessity to know 
The selfish people thinks 
The conclusions that the author reach 
Self-love make people much more clear-sighted 
can see the evolution English language have suffered 
It's this that make us different 
her attractive hair ... were for his colleagues 
communication among countries influence quite a lot 
her attractive hair... were to her colleagues 
the young people is opposite 
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56a 
56b 
56c 
56d 
56e 
62 
63 

64a 
64b 
64c 
64d 
66a 
66b 

66c 
66d 
68a 
68b 
68c 
68d 
68e 
69 
70a 
70b 
70c 
71 
72 
73a 
73b 
74 
75 
77a 
77b 
77c 
77d 
78 
80 
81 
82 

He or she don't like to share 
nothing touch the heart of a selfish person 
he, for example, don't care if there are 
he don't care if there are 
Nothing preocupate him 
the author succeed in the presentation 
the extent of the British Empire and the growth of the 
U.S.A. plays an important... 
People heard the noise ... and was frightened x 
People has the right x 

This people says x 

if people hears x 

There is many difficulties x 

Problems of children with separated parents is also 
generalised 
social power which affects and influence all the world 
the Portuguese population live almost outside the... 
that he pass his time thinking 
the reader always want something 
He just put [puts] names 
the main theme of the book are the realtions 
That is what J.L. Carre want 
about this Wilson he have created 
This one oblige to do a discontinuous constituent analysis 
That English have a lot in common with other languages 
English is the one that maintain a great contact 
moral standards is a subject 
This beautiful tree have strongly veined leaves 
man have promoted its... 
Everything one lay eyes on 
This definition tell us everything 
He criticise our consume society 
The United States detains the nuclear arm and work in it 
nobody have driven one 
there was anthagonic reactions 
When a man think about future 
Portugal, for example, a country which have roots in Africa 
The United States are the symbol of power 
When we look at the world that have just ended 
Another important problem were the people who died 



84a 
84b 

... is the way how John Wyndham make us travel 
The book doesn't offer us ... but invite us to think 
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ii) Futuro 

I II III 
8a if we ask someone..., he would answer 
8b he would say that he is happy 
64 When... you want to rest in your garden they shall protect you 
66 What is the family system in the transition to a 3a wave 

iii) Imperativo 

I II Ill 
5 
59 

But don't you, common reader, sat very calmly in your sofa 
Not to think [Do not think] of such a hypothesis! 

5 
59 

iv) Formas '-ing' (particípio presente e gerúndio) 

I II III 
6 In spite of being used to read this kind of stories X 
16 is the possibility to interfere with the genes 
21 It was too much for me just being there and see all those 

places 
25a Maybe I would consider to have a tennis-court X 
25b I should certainly consider to invest some money X 
31 The author succeeded in the purpose to make the reader 
33 When people finish to read this book X 
34 could be a way to solve this problem 
50a incapable of love X 
50b and respect themselves X 
53 A language student takes interest to study 
57a I don't enjoy to talk 
57b and I enjoyed to think 
58 Have you ever felt the pleasure to walk in the wet sand? 
64 but he has the duty of look after himself X 
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66a 
66b 
69a 
69b 
72 
73 
75a 
75b 
82a 
82b 
83a 
83b 
84 

There is many difficulties to translate this sentence 
English is suitable to communicate 
the only acceptable reason to live x 
consume and accumulation were the only reasons to live x 
•concerned in put things on theyr right place x 
with Japanese trees spread nowadays all over the world 
the better way of discuss x 

and describe the triffids x 
weren't accustomed to work in the dark 
was to save mankind from vanished from earth 
To read 

v) Infinito 

I 
6 
8 
10a 
10b 
11 
12 

17 
19 

21 
22 
28 
34 
37 
48a 
48b 
50a 
50b 
57 
62a 
62b 

x 

X 
anâ to listen to music are my best hobbies x 

any rich family would take as an obligation to learn French x 

H m 
and helped Smiley telling 
he isn't completely able of forgetting 
and will make us woken up to reality 
We were free of talking in subjects like... 
that makes it difficult [to]understand 
The most important points that can described the book as 
difficult 
it waites for catching everything 
Jim Prideaux and Bill Roach are presented in the first 
chapters making us believe 
The first thing I did was running as fast as I could 
How are you? Nice meeting you 
many couples' tendency is remaining without children 
More able of solving their own problems 

. and therefore capacity of help to each other 
to be selfish is thinking only in one's needs 
one must built a strong personality 
Perhaps we might spoke of 
we stop doing and begin to 'thought' 
or enough food for surviving 
The reaction of man is to struggle for establishing new patterns 

of society facing all the problems 
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64 
66 
68 
74 
76 

I 
1 
6 
15 

20 
33 
42 
46 
63 
64 
78 
83 

I 
1 
10 
12 
14 
21a 
21b 
33 
40 
70a 

70b 

the author made the intervenients spoke 
which cause young people leaving the parents' house 
that could happened 
A tree that you can easily cultivated 
for many people to understanding 

v) Plain infinitive 

II m 
Just now why not thinking to visit another planets 
that he only made people to think that was truth 
There children can not only observe the parents' work but 
also to work with them 
Anything could make them to feel happy 
it makes one feels that 
how can a person of this kind to love himself 
this feeling can helps 
We can to hope that 
We can found other motives 
and need not to worry 
that makes people to play with their own life 

vi) Particípio passado 

II m 
I had so many interests that I began to be confuse 
has contribute for this image 
on hearing the beautiful and harmonious carols sang in the... 
were shaked by my new social background 
I was frighten 
shaking by a violent tremor 
which must not be forget 
... has short sentences breaked by the conjunction "and"... 
English has not a lot of grammar, comparing with German or 
Portuguese 
Are triffids expect to bring chaos? 
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77a 
77b 
79 
81 

82 

those problems are showed 
but it is also showed how people... 

English may be regard as the most... 
are difficult areas not only to be understood but also to be 
teached 
I've choosed this book because 

vii) Past Perfect 

I 
1 
2 
8 
18 
20a 
20b 
20c 

21 
24 
26 

27a 
27b 
29a 
29b 

62 

66 
68 

69 

70 

II 
Sometimes I wanted to be what I was 
I won 100.000 contos 
After informed of that fact, I would be partially confused 
a new plant had appeared, it has been programmed to bring... 
I was in bed thinking that I have bought a lottery ticket 
I saw with my own eyes... I have won 100.000 contos 
Although I have bought the ticket with the hope of winning, 
I was tacken aback 
It was Monday... I've just arrived from Viana de Castelo 
The day before I heard something in the radio 
was in no way different from all the Monday mornings we have 
had before 
I found that she was the lady I saw that morning 
I could see the man who spoke to us yesterday 
Since then George didn't look at him the same way 
The Minister of Defence asks him to led the investigation 
because new things were discovered 
the planet had been ruined by a planet debris and most of the 
people died 
... Will bought a car. As he has never driven a car ... 
but they had not practice at all because they have never 
driven before 
... if the author speaked in his own language about this Wilson 
he have created 
they bought a car, but no one has ever driven a car 

74 But the event has gone wrong from the beginning 
75 Will had brought a car but he didn't know how to drive it 
76 I never thought before that we may be living... 
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77 

81 
82 
84a 
84b 

The family bought a car in spite of nobody have driven 
one 
neither of them has ever driven a car 
Will has bought a car but he didn't know how to drive it 
Bill went further because he has had opportunity to know... 
If Hitler wasn't defeat, certainly only the German 
language... 

viii) Simple past 

I 
1a 
1b 
1c 
Id 
6 
8a 
8b 
15 
16 
20 
21a 

21b 
23 
26a 
26b 
27a 

27b 

29a 
29b 
29c 
29d 
30 
31 
33a 

II 
I leaved money to charities 
I payed all I had to pay 
I layed plans to the future 
That time it has just happened 
They got there and catch Gerald 
but if I would won such a prize, I would be... 
When I chose "Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy" I've done it 
They often immigrate to get food. They lived on fishing 
I think this can be one of the most important... 
But if I would win a lot of money I would try to live... 
a sad thought before I've noticed that those "drop men" were 
looking at me 
Till this happens, I hadn't thought that... 
he gave him cigarettes ... and Karl keep it 
J. Wyndham has finished his book with a feeling of hope 
If God one day would offer me..., I would find my life more... 
..that somebody died because they haven't got the rightkind 

of food 
How we could all manage to get out of that tunnel... I can't 
explain 
This dependency make him feel bad... 

when he was retired 
He agreed to lead the case, because itj_s a way of proving... 
he blamed the act itself and not the man that does it 
There is an example that stroke me the most 
made him remember the words she often has said 
the biological experience that has been made resulted 

III 



33b 
33c 

39 
43a 
43b 
44a 
44b 
44c 
45a 
45b 
46 
48 
49 
50 
54 
57 
58a 
58b 
58c 
63 

64 

68a 

68b 
68c 
69 
74a 
74b 
75 
76 
77a 
77b 
81a 
81b 
82 
83a 
83b 

in the "Triffids". They invade earth 
but it turn out to be "The long,slowinevitable course of 
decay" 
who always choosed a first row place 
When they meet her in the corridor, wondered... 
that she always choosed... a place in the first range 
if I am born is because I have something to do in this world 
I am born a woman and as a woman 
who in the fisics classes always choosed a place 
that in... choose always a place 
M. Sklodowska matriculate herself 
who always chosed a seat in the first row 
who always choosed a first row place 
who always choosed,..., a place in the first row 
whose name was 'unpronounceable' that choosed always 
who was always choosing a place in the first row 
and that she always choosed a place in... 
when they pass across her... 

wonder whom she might be 
who always choosed a first row place 
consequently they stay without their own objects 
It will be better if people hears his advice [it would be 
better if people heard his advice] 
Will, ..., and Wilson bought a new car but they have no 
practice 
When I have chosen this book 

I've done it 
if the author speaked in his own language 
When I have chosen this book, 

I've done it because 
When I chose this book I've done it because 
I wouldn't be surprised if this would happen 
When I have chose this book 

I done so.... 
They have sold everything they had and Will bought a car 
I've chosen this book because I'm very fond of spy novels 
But Tom, ..., has had a decent funeral 
that sometimes is not the end they choosed 
Will has bought a car but he didn't know how to drive it 



645 -

84 This is the time of Romanticism 

ix) Present perfect 

I 
3 
6 
8a 
8b 
10a 
10b 
10c 
17 

20 

24 
25 
29 

32 

36a 
36b 
36c 
40 
41 

42 
47 
48 
57 

58 
63 

66 
69a 

II 
till nowadays, when nuclear power was discovered 
and we see that he was "in retirement since last year" 
Skying is a sport I hadn't yet practised 
Espionage exists since the beginning of the wars 
The' family has been changed for years 
because the society changed itself 
nas contribute for this image 
These men have worked together, ..., they had no secrets 
to one another 
How wonderful it would be if I won a lot of money without 
any work! Who had never thought about it? 
Untill now they were selfish 
^SLn exists only for a million years 
a conversation between two men who know each other for a 
long time 
but no effort made a completely positive result in curing 
this disease 
After having thought a little, I concluded that 
old people were already young 

and had already worked 
Since his death... the freedom went on firmly 
if I do not want to comit sin it is because I respect 
myself and because I impose myself certain limitations 
why came I to this conclusion? 
Since I am doing yoga 
Many years are behind me, I had good and bad experiences 
as time goes on life is losing its beauty or the beauty I 
imagined it had and I became a pessimistic person 
Forgive me if I haven't translate it 
So English language is spoken in countries of the five 
continents since the fifteenth century 
1 don't see my cousin a long time ago 
This becomes so strong that this, for some people, is the 
only acceptable reason to live 
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69b 
70a 

70b 
75a 
75b 
75c 

75d 

76 
77a 
77b 
83 

Since a long time family has a certain kind of... 
The development of mass communication and technological 
diffusion had had an extrinsic... 
He tells neither of them ever drove a car 
I hadn't seen my cousin for a long time 
since then some months elapsed 
I have been so stunned that for a long time I felt as if I 
had been living under a dreadful nightmare 
I have to face the hard reality with all the courage, I can 
get. So I decided to write this in the hope that some day... 
1 don't see my cousin long time ago 
When I have chose this book 
The Europeans have take 
1 don't see my cousin for a long time 

X) Simple present 

24a 

24b 
25 
33 
37a 

37b 
56 
61 
63 

64a 

64b 
64c 

II 
As we could read before "Smiley and Control were just like 
that" 
And the capacity of imagination, although being difficult 
for the reader 
I confess I was rather fearful, because in a situation like 
that there was always someone 

who wanted to pass over the others 
and a teacher I will be even if I shall have a lot of money 
People are no longer caring about the others 
a selfish person is a person who is interested only in 
himself and desires everything others do love 
implies that someone doesn't be selfish 
Life is "fight" for better days, days which gave us happiness 
it is quite different from the place I came from 
England is surrounded by the sea and is quite different of the 
place where I am coming from 
May be I were wrong, but I think it is "Laranjeira" or 'Tange
rineira" 
and is rather different than the place I am coming from 
I do not want that somebody interrupts me when I will telephone 
to my friend 
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64d 

66 
67 
68 
69a 
69b 

70a 

70b 
75 

76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82a 
82b 

82c 

The main point is to know in which ways does scientific re
search be done 
divorce becomes a daily reality 
and is quite different from the place I am coming from 
quite different from the place I came 
it's quite different from the place I'm coming from 
and now we are knowing the emphasis of notion, functions, 
and so on 
I do not want to be interrupted when I will be telephoning 
to my friend 
It is quite different from the place I came 
I don't want to be interrupt when I will telephone to my 
friend 
different of the place I am coming from 
the place I came 
the place I am coming from 
the place I came from 
the place I am coming from 
It's a place quite different from where I'm coming from 
... the place I came from 
I don't want to be interrupted when I will telephone to my 
friend 
from the place where I came 

xi) Sequência dos tempos verbais 

I II III 
1a I bought a lottery ticket but no expecting to win 
1b I don't know how to say in words what I felt. It's a kind of 

happiness 
1c It was a way of doing nothing and have money to live X 
1d I began to think... and to know on which side mine's bread 

is buttered 
6 Everything begins at Ascot where they asked for Smiley's help 
8a After the first impact of that notice, I would begin to think 

about what I can do with the money 
8b So, their enemies could act as they like 
8c The last one is the spy and he was really 



10a 
10b 

15 

21 

29a 

29b 
37 

38 

41 

46 

50 

52 
55 

56a 
56b 

58 
62a 

62b 

63a 
63b 
64 
68 
69a 

Only at the end does the reader know what was really 
the story about 
As they have no real leader at home they felt lost 
Sometimes they felt themselves alone, because their parents 
are working 
The woman is no longer the housekeeper. Children were 
educated in schools 
It was too much for me just being there and see all those 
faces 
From the beginning till the end we didn't discover who is 
behind 
He blamed the act itself and not the man who does it. 
Life for me is to be in this world and trying to be here 
in a healthy way. 
When I am talking with my friends or my family about the kind 
of life I wanted to me and to the... 
but I have faith that a good human being when dies will become 
a spirit and never returns to earth again 
The deficients aren't able to face the society... because 
they often hadn't anyone to help them. 
When we are doing something concrete, we are concentrated only 
in what is happening 
We were made for living in groups... and share the good 
They are more interested in living the present than to worry 
about the future 
he is incapable of loving others and have preocupations 
he only judges everyone and everything from its usefulness 
to him and he looked the world 
is capable of changing and trys to do his best 
the earth had been ruined by a planet debris and most of 
the persons died 
the society they knew before had been ruined and they have 
to fight 
They had left his brother Will who is older 
,. he accelerated and the car goes over into a gulch 

When I chose this book, I've done it because... 
We have people like Bill Haydon, we found people like Smiley 
even if consume and accumulation were the only acceptable 
reasons to live, we can't go on living like this 
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69b 
74a 
74b 
75a 
75b 
77 

when you emphazized an aspect you are binding the others 
a "kid" was to show Wilson how he can use a car 
the afternoons where this event is taking place arrived 
Will has bought a car but he didn't know how to drive it 
when I chose this book I've done it because 
This system was not for men who want to live 

xii) Voz passiva 

I II 
10 She has been using as a sex symbol 
31 the author is not romancing but concerns to examine the real 

basis of love 
39 there is a minute to born, another to live and a last one... 
55a He doesn't concern for others 
55b| He just concerns for himself 

xiii) Would 

5.15 SUCH AS 

III 

I II III 
2 and you should [would] say that I got on very well 
21 they knew that they won't be welcome 
24 It was all right if it was not for the awful plants 
64 It will be better if people hears his advice 
82 if men weren't able to work they were able to produce... 
83 Maybe enciclopedy should [would] be the most proper book 

I II III 
8 All kind of political literature and authors [such] as 

Agatha Christie X 
9 There are also places that have specific names [such] as 

Circus X 
51 There are methods that study the similarities between 

languages [such] as the comparative method X 
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63 I like sports [such] as equitation X 
69 I like sports [such] as chivalry X 
72 a situation as a such described in the book X 
75 I like sports [such] as equitation 
84 I also like sports as well as riding 

5.16 Formação de palavras 
i) justaposição ('compounding'), prefixação e sufixação 

I II Ill 
10 the ties of family X 
17 
19 
36 
37a 

unhuman acts 17 
19 
36 
37a 

uncapable 
17 
19 
36 
37a 

unstability 

17 
19 
36 
37a this kind of person is unuseful 
37b 
37c 
40 
45 
52 

inpronounceable name 
X 
X 
X 

37b 
37c 
40 
45 
52 

insatisfied X 
X 
X 

37b 
37c 
40 
45 
52 

disencouraging 
X 
X 
X 

37b 
37c 
40 
45 
52 

insatisfied 

X 
X 
X 

37b 
37c 
40 
45 
52 with a non pronounceable name 

X 
X 
X 

53 A student language is also interested in...[language student] 
58 
60 
63 
64 
70 

unpronounceable X 58 
60 
63 
64 
70 

uncapable 
X 58 

60 
63 
64 
70 

the sentence's construction 

X 58 
60 
63 
64 
70 

humankind 

X 58 
60 
63 
64 
70 fruits trees 

X 

73 non-suitable desks 
81 But Bill is very uncareful 
84 and this is undoubtless due to the American power. 

ii) Over-compounding 

I 
13a 
13b 
17 
28a 

II 
The enemy side will be "compound" of men 
the lack of journalism feeling 
He was charged with the mole discovery and its destruction 
.. this new wave is suppressing the industrial civilization 

uniformity 

III 
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28b 
28c 
28d 
28e 

28f 
28g 
72a 
72b 
84 

with the second wave arrival 
the old family members 
it doesn't fit in with the new society patterns 
Men will direct their attention to the old people 
necessities 
the change in the work nature 
all the families life 
the human race extinction 
the survivers suffer even today the radiation effects 
... a fanciful narration detached from our present human life 
world (with its needs, problems and wishes) 

5.17 ERROS COMPLEXOS 

I 
1 
4a 
4b 
6 
8a 

8b 

17 

19 
20 

27 
29 

30 
32 
33a 

33b 

II 
I saw the same number I had finished to listen 
We were altogether ten 
It was a wonderful mixture apparently without any link 
And present and past are mixed during all the story 
and although it can seem we can make the lecture we want, 
it's not so 
Belonging to my selfish improvement, I would create a new 
fashion in a shop of my own 
Trips can't be forgotten, because I belong to the lovers of 
them 
the way how is trying to bring this subject up is of a great 
perfection 
Irina, which was her name, couldn't have 
In my opinion they would like to travel because they always 
remembered the travels they have done some years ago 
That morning when I met Céu at the station was... 
... because Bill intended to avoid George's attention to some 
problems 
... visits everyone connected with the recent facts ocurred 
It seems as we were feeling all the same he was at the moment 
it brings with it a great material damage as well as of human 
beings 
a community that will forget all the things and laws pre-
established but it hasn't a great result 



37 
42 

48a 
48b 
50 
51 
63a 
63b 
63c 
65a 
65b 

66a 

66b 

67 

68a He criticises our consume society always with more and more 
search of money 

68b 
69a 
69b 

70a 
70b 
73 

75 
77a! 

the world will be better and too different from it nowadays 
I must be also healthy to proportion to them a good at
mosphere 
So being self-lover, one is a way... 
Many ways of living didn't serve any longer 
the only aim is to attain whatever it might be 
It is quite normal we love ourselves 
where English arrived it spoke his language 
even if I go to a country it doesn't speak English... 
A kid was given to show him how to use it 
I believe that the linguistic history English is very important 
As we can see Portuguese language has also its roots in the 
linguistic history English 
... all these factors that contributed for English to become 
a suitable language 
If we compare the american family structure with the Portuguese 
one 
He criticises our consumptive society always in more and more 
search for money 

John Le Carre doesn't want to take part for one side or another 
Will has a different behaviour 
The difficult life all the family had, assumes on him a 
different aspect 
all the meanings essential to a common purpose of ways 
that his power and independence is a pseudo one 
knowledge will clear out the future from the somber clouds 
which menace the world 
and after some effors we came to arrive to the street 
There are time that I don't see my cousin 

77b! The family bought a car in spite of nobody have driven one 
in spite of dangerous threatening upon them 
It took a lot of conscious problems to many of them 
This sentence is too complicated to translate, that it's very 
difficult to me to translate it to good Portuguese 
The "chosen" men should be together to face strongly the end 
of the world 

77c| 
80 
82 

83 
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